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Archie, Michele L., M.S., Summer 1996 Environmental Studies
Charting a Course for a Healthy River System: Results from a 1995 Survey of 
Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition Members
Director: Vicki Watson \/Vv/^
The Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition is a nonprofit, membership organization 
that works to protect and restore water quality in the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille 
basin of western Montana and northern Idaho. In the summer of 1995, I worked 
with the Coalition to survey its members. The survey's primary purpose was to 
gain the input of members in developing the goals and priorities that would 
inform the development of a vision document and water quality restoration and 
protection blueprint. In addition, the survey aimed to offer insight into members’ 
views on future directions for the Coalition’s work.
This paper provides background on the development of the survey, details 
responses to individual questions, summarizes the reflections of board and staff 
members of the Coalition on survey results, and offers recommendations for 
further exploring members’ views.
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Background
The Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition is a nonprofit, membership organization 
whose goal is to protect and restore water quality in the 22,000 square mile 
Clark Fork-Pend Oreille basin that covers much of western Montana and 
northern Idaho. The Coalition got its start in the mid-1980s when groups and 
individuals from across the region joined together to oppose changes to the 
discharge permit of a pulp mill along the Clark Fork river just downstream from 
Missoula, Montana. Over the years, the Coalition has broadened its focus 
substantially, as can be seen in the five goals listed in the Coalition's 1995 
annual report:
Prevent proposed hard rock mines from destroying river systems.
• Promote permanent cleanup of toxic mining wastes along the upper 
Clark Fork river.
Defend the Clark Fork river and Lake Pend Oreille from activities that 
increase nutrient or sediment pollution.
Protect and restore fish habitat throughout the Clark Fork river basin.
• Increase stream flows in the upper Clark Fork river.
In the summer of 1995, the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition was in the early 
phases of developing a vision document and water quality restoration and 
protection blueprint for the basin. The document would, in part, guide the
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Coalition's work into the future, and wouid provide a fiamework in which 
basinwide efforts could evolve.
As part of that effort, I worked with the Coalition to develop a survey that was 
mailed to its members iri August, 1995. The survey's primary purpose was to 
gain the input of Coalition members in developing the goals and priorities that 
will be the foundation of A Clear Vision for the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Basin—a 
vision document and water quality restoration and protection blueprint. In 
addition to providing a check for proposed goals and priorities, the survey was 
also intended to offer some insight into members' viewe on future directions for 
the Coalition's work. And it had an educational purpose, in that it encouraged 
members to think about factors that influence the health of aquatic systems, 
and current problems and future threats in the basin. (The survey 
questionnaire is included in Appendix A.)
Who responded to the survey?
The questionnaire was sent out to current Coalition members, 1,055 in all. One 
hundred eighty-one surveys were returned, a response rate of 17 percent. This 
survey was not designed to yield results that could be extrapolated to the entire 
membership with confidence. No sampling scheme was set up to assure 
representativeness.
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Responses to two survey questions, coupled with information from the 
Coalition's membership database, provide insight into how well survey 
respondents might represent the larger membership. These questions have to 
do with state of residence and length of membership.
In the first case, the general 
geographic distribution of survey 
respondents approximates that of 
the entire Coalition membership, 
as is shown in Table 1.
State
Percent
survey
respondents
Percent
Coalition
members
Montana 63% 63%
Idaho 22% 17%
Washington S% 8% 1
Other 7% 12% 1
Table 1: State o f residence
The data about length of 
membership are not as reliable as are the above data on state of residence. 
This question was difficult for many respondents to answer with precision. (See 
below, section A4, Length of Membership, for more detailed analysis.) 
Therefore, it is difficult to place much trust in comparing membership length of 
survey respondents with that of the larger membership. The limited 
comparisons that seem reasonable to make (see below, section A4) suggest 
that the Coalition's newest members responded in disproportionately low 
numbers, while responses from longer-time members were disproportionately 
high.
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How are the resufts usefui?
The results of this survey should be viewed as guidance offered by interested 
Coalition members. The final chapter in this report contains the reflections of 
several Coalition board and staff members on the survey results. They found 
the survey results useful on several fronts, providing particular insight Into:
• member support for Coalition priorities and their ideas about future 
directions;
• issues of uncertainty for members (some of which are also current issues 
for the board and staff);
• members' values; and
• member perception of the Coalition as an organization.
Survey results also suggest some issues on which further exploration of 
member's views and perceptions could help the Coalition shape future 
directions and activities.
The results of this survey also indicate relative degrees of support for various 
goals and priorities that were being considered for inclusion in A Clear t/Won 
for the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Basin. And it may suggest particular language 
or approaches to developing the vision document that may be more appealing 
and effective than others.
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What Members Had to Say
Characteristics of 
respondents 
A1)Age
Survey returns suggest that the 
Coalition appeals to an older 
crowd. The mean age of 
respondents is 54. As Table 2 
shows, if the age characteristics 
of respondents reflects those of 
the broader membership, few 
people under 40 belong to the organization.
' - —  Age 
group
# of 
respondent* Pwcent
20 to 29 3 2%
30 to 39 18 10%
40 to 49 63 35%
50 to 59 41 23% I
60 to 69 24 13% 1
70 to 79 28 15% 1
1 80 to 89 4 2%
1 Total 181 100% 1
Table 2: Aqe o f respondents
It is impossible to tell whether the survey respondents reflect the age 
characteristics of the whole membership. But a comparison with the regional 
population suggests that, if the age of respondents is similar to that of the entire 
membership, the Coalition's membership as a whole is older than the general 
population. Disproportionate numbers of members fall between 40 and 59 years 
of age. (See Table 3: Comparison of age characteristics. To approximate the 
population of the region using available data from the 1990 U.S. Census, I
8
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included the seven Montana counties that lie along the Clark Fork river. These 
counties are Deer Lodge, Granite, Mineral, Missoula, Powell, Sanders, and 
Silver Bow.)
1 Survey respondents 7-county region |
20-29 2% 20%
30-39 10% 23%
40-49 35% 18%
50-59 23% 13%
60-74 21% 18%
1 75 andiq» 9% 8%
Tcble 3 : Comparison o f age characteristics
A2) Occupation
The fact that survey respondents tended to be older is reflected in the fact that 
29% of respondents are retired. "Retired" is the single largest occupational 
category, followed by "manageriat/professionai," "education," and "health care.”
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Occupation # respondents ----------------------------------Percent
Retired 51 29%
Managerial/
profestubnal 20 11%
Education 17 9%
Health care/therapy 12 7%
Aft and writing 10 6%
Eiwironntental science 
and tech. 10 6%
Ccnstniction 9 5%
Government 8 4%
Sales 7 4%
SmaQ business 6 3%
Finance, insurance, real 
estate 5 3%
Agriculture 4 2%
Recreation 4 2%
Environmental groups 2 1%
Mscellaneous 14 8%
Total 179 100%
A3) Place of residence
Most survey respondents are Montana or Idaho residents. Of other states, 
Washington returned the most surveys, while the remaining respondents are
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scattered across the country. This pattern reflects the general geographic 
distribution of Coalition members, as is shown in Table 1 on page 4.
A4) Length of membership
This question was difficult for many respondents to answer with precision. Of 
166 total responses. 22 were either "several," "many," or "since the beginning." 
Four respondents listed lengths of time longer than the Coalition has existed, 
and many others provided a range of time (for example, "2-3 years") or placed 
a question mark after their response.
With all of these sources of imprecision, it seems likely that the responses tell 
us more about how long respondents' fh/nfr they have been members than 
about how long they have actuatty belonged to the Coalition. So. although the 
Coalition keeps records of when current members joined the organization, it is 
difficult to trust a comparison between the survey respondents and the larger 
membership. Given this caution. Table 5 groups responses into two-year 
intervals to provide a general picture of respondents' tenure as members, and 
provides a comparison to Coalition records for the entire membership. (The 
figures in the "% of survey respondents” column are based on all respondents 
who provided a numerical response to the question. This calculation leaves out 
ail blanks and all responses such as "since the beginning.")
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Length of memfaenhip %  survey respondents % Coalition members |
Less than 1 year 3% 13%
1-2.99 years 28% 29%
3-4.99 years 32% 16% 1
5-6.99 years 15% 12% 1
7-8.99 years 10% 17% 1
9 years or more 12% 13% 1
Total 100% 100% 1
The one conclusion that seems clear is that new members—those who have 
belonged to the Coalition for less than a year—did not respond well to this 
survey. In contrast, people who have been members for a few years seem to 
have responded in a much greater proportion than their percentage of the total 
Coalition membership. The proportion of longer-time members among survey 
respondents is likely to be even larger than suggested in the chart, when one 
factors in the 22 "several," "many," or "since the beginning" responses.
A5) Memisership in other groups
Coalition members belong to some 100 other environmental groups ranging 
from large national organizations to small local groups, from professional 
societies to conservation districts, and including just about everything in 
between. The Nature Conservancy and the Montana Environmental Information 
Center top the list of groups most frequently mentioned, being noted 40 and 32
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times respectively. Also notable are the 26 respondents who noted that they 
belong to no other environmental groups.
TaWe 6 lists the ten most frequent responses to this question.
Environmental group
# o f
respondents
The Nature Conservancy 40
MEIC 32
None 26
Trout Untimited 26
Sierra Club 21
Wilderness Society 19
1 Montana VTldemess Association 15
1 Audubon Society
1 Montana \^d life  Federation 13
1 Greeiqieace 11
Tabfe 6: Membership in other environmentai groups
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Views of river system health 
B1) Why healthy waters are important
This question asked people to indicate why the surface waters in the Ciark 
Fork-Pend Oreiile basin are important to them. These reasons can be grouped 
into three categories according to the frequency with which respondents 
responded positively.
• There is nearly unanimous agreement on three reasons: 
recreation, beauty, and necessity for fish and wildlife.
• A little over half of the respondents indicated that economic 
importance and use for drinking water are important to them.
• Fewer people agree that these waters are important in their line of
work and that the waters are good for their property values.
Reasons given in the "other" category vary, but a few themes emerge, 
including:
• Concern for future generations.
• Value of clean water as part of healthy ecosystems and natural
cycles.
• Interests of people who live near the waters.
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Table 7 shows levels of agreement with various values associated with healthy 
waters. (All responses to questions B1. B2, and B3 are listed in Appendix B.)
Renon waten are important # of respondents Percent |
Essential for fish and wildlife IS l 99%
1 A fdace for recreation 174 95%
1 Beautifiil 173 94%
Important to the area's economy 105 57%
Used for drinking w a ^ 99 54%
Good far my property values 51 28%
Importard in my line of work 25 14%
Other 34 18%
1 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 184 1
Table 7: Why reapondenta value surUice wate/s
B2) Rating of heatth
In this question, people rated ttie health of the surface waters in the basin. The 
responses fell predominantly into two categories, suggesting two basic vlewis of 
water quality in the basin. In the first and most prevalent view, most waters in 
the basin are healthy with some trouble spots. The second view—not as widely 
held—Is that waters in the basin are not very healthy.
The most frequent responses fall roughly in the middle of the scale that ranges 
from very healthy to not at all healthy. This distribution suggests that most
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people think that, while there are problems, waters in the basin are neither 
extremely healthy nor extremely unhealthy. Table 8 shows the distribution of 
responses. -
Another way of interpreting the 
responses to this question 
suggests (as did the first 
interpretation) that there are two 
fundamenteilty different views of 
the health of surface waters in the 
basin. These two general views 
can be seen by combining 
positive responses to the three 
ratings at the more optimistic end 
of the scale, and doing the same 
with positive responses to the 
three ratings at the less optimistic
end of the scale. This analysis suggests that Coalition members are fairly 
evenly divided between those who tend to think of the basin’s waters as 
relatively healthy and those who tend to think of them as relatively unhealthy. 
The more optimistic view is somewhat more prevalent. See Table 9 for the 
distribution of responses into these two categories.
Rating of 
health # lesp. Percent
Very healthy 1 0.5%
Fairly healthy 11 6%
Most healtiiy, 
some trouble 
spots 82 45%
Not very 
healthy 48 26%
1 Most not 
1 healthy but 
some are 22 12%
Not at all 
healthy 7 4%
I’m not sure 12 7%
TOTAL
RESP. 183 100.5%
Table 8: Health o f surface waters
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1 Rafing of health Percent
1 Relatively healthy (includes very heal Ay, fairly 
1 healthy, and most are healthy wiA some trouble spots) 94 51%
1 Relatively unhealthy (includes not very healthy, most 
1 are not healAy but some are, and not at all healthy) 77 42%
1 Tm not sure 12 7%
1 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 183 100%
Table 9: Two views o f health o f surface waters
B3) Indicators of heatth
This question asked people to indicate how important they think a variety of 
factors are to the health of surface waters. For the most part, respondents 
consider all of the factors listed to be relatively important, and suggest very few 
"other" factors. On one factor—"safe to use for agriculture"—responses are 
spread among the categories, indicating disagreement about its importance as 
an indicator of healthy waters.
Two factors emerge as top measures of healthy surface waters. The first is, 
"Supports native fish." Ninety percent of respondents consider this an essential 
gauge of healthy waters. The other is, "Part of a larger natural system that 
supports a diversity of life." Seventy-five percent of respondents rate this factor 
essential.
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Measure of health
#
essential Fereent
# very 
important
Comlnned
pereent
Supports native fish 166 90% 16 99%
Part of a larger natural system 138 75% 37 96%
Clear, without excessive algae growfii 96 52% 69 90%
Safe to swim in 93 51% 65 86%
Flowing at relatively natiual seasonal 
water levels 86 47% 68 84%
Good and safe to drink 97 53% 47 79%
Free>̂ fiowiiig—ntA damned or 
impounded 74 40% 62 74%
1 Safe to use for a@dculture 51 28% 36 48% 1
1 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 180-184
Tatrie 10: Measures o f health
Goals for healthy waters
C l) Goais for healthy river and take systems.
This question asked people to Indicate how strongly they agree or disagree wHh 
several goal statements for aquatic systems in the basin. Overall, respondents 
express consistent agreement with the stated goals. They most strongly agree 
with the goals having to do with maintaining high quality waters and minimum 
instream flows. Table 11 illustrates this high level of agreement.
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Goal
#
Strongly
agree Percent # Agree
Combined | 
percent |
High quali^ waters should be 
mamtained and not allowed to 
degrade. 151 89% 16 99%
Where stream water is used for 
icrigation, nuhhnum water 
flows should be maintained to 
support aquatic life. 145 86% 19 97%
Dams shordd be manned to 
benefit wildlife and fish. 99 59% 49 88%
Rivers and streams should be 
mostly flee to meander and 
renew streamside communities. 85 51% 57 85%
Plant and animal cmnmunities 
should be similar to those 
found in and alm^ relatively 
undistmbed streams in the 
ic^on. 83 50% 54 83%
1 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 166-169 1
This question allowed people the option of agreeing with the idea behind the 
goal, but thinking that the goal is not reasonably attainable. Although 
participants almost unanimously agree that the goals of maintaining high quality 
waters and minimum flows are realistic, several respondents think that each of 
the other three stated goals is not realistic. Table 12 details those areas of 
questionable realism.
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Goal
# Believe 
unrealistic Percent
Plant and animal communities should be 
similar to those found in and alox% relatively 
undisturbed streams in the region. 21 13%
Rivers and streams should be mostly fiee U> 
meandor and renew streamside communities. • 17 10%
Dams should be manned to benefit wildlife 
1 and fish. 14 8%
1 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 166-168
F a M e  12: Goals p e rc e n t  t o  be unmalisbc
Several respondents missed answering question C l altogether. This does not 
seem to be an intentional oversight in most cases. A possible explanation is 
the placement of ttie question on the page. (All responses to question C l are 
listed in Appendix C.)
Priorities for restoration and protection 
D1) Priorities for restoration
In response to this question, respondents gave priority rankings to several 
existing problems that stand in the way of healthy waters in the Clark Fork- 
Pend Oreiile basin. This question seemed particularly difficult for people to 
answer. Some commented that they didn't feel competent to give priority
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rankings. Many others responded to the difficutty by giving all problems a "1" or 
"2" ranking. Nonetheless, an average of 140 people provided usable rankings 
for each of these problems. Even some of these noted their belief that each 
problem should be a top priority.
This is a rough rank ordering of priorities, based on the distribution of 
responses:
High priority: Ackt drainage received consistently high rankings, with 77%
of respondents ranking it 1, 2, or 3. It rates as the highest 
priority for action.
Middle priority: Chlorine bieacMng at Stone Container sparked some
disagreement, but 62% ranked it 3 or higher, making it the 
second highest priority overall.
Degraded riparian areas is a solid middle priority, with most 
of the rankings falling between 2 and 5. Fifty-four percent 
ranked it 1 ,2 , or 3.
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Sediments from roads received very few 1 or 2 rankings. 
Only 31% of respondents ranked it 3 or better, while 69% 
ranked it 4 or lower.
Changes in water flow and sediment levais received the 
lowest priority ranking, with 80% ranking it 4 or lower.
Disagreement Stream dewatering sparked the most disagreement of any 
problem listed. The 53% of respondents who ranked it 3 or 
better only somewhat outpaced the 47% who ranked it 4 or 
lower. People tended to give this problem either very high 
or very low priority. This disagreement is interesting, given 
respondents' strong agreement with the goal of maintaining 
minimum flows to support aquatic life (see "Goals for 
healthy waters" subsection).
Table 13 shows how many high priority rankings each of the problems received. 
Only 14 people listed a response in the "other" category. Mining and nutrient 
pollution were the two predominant themes here. (All responses to this 
question are listed in Appendix E.)
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Restoradon priority
#
Ranked
# 1
IM tority Percent
# Ranked 
#2 or #3
ComMned 
percent 
(1, 2 ,3  
rankings)
Acid drainage 51 34% . 63 77%
Chlorine bleachix^ at 
Stone Container 35 24% 53 61% 1
Stream dewatering 30 21% 46 54%
Degraded riparian areas U 10% 62 55%
Sediments roads 6 4% 36 31%
Chnogm in water flow 
and sediment levels (flom 
dams, chaonelizatmon, 
overeunh%) 5 4% 23 21%
TOTAL RESPONDENTS 134-148
Table 13: Restoration prtorities
D2) Priories for protecHon
In response to this question, people ranked emerging threats to the health of 
the river system in order of priority for action. These rankings did not seem so 
difficult as the ones requested in the previous question, although several people 
did give all of the listed threats ”1" and ”2” rankings.
The distribution of responses for each threat suggests the following priority 
ranking.
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High priority: Pmposed hard rock mines ranks as the highest priority for 
action, with 50% of respondents listing it as their top 
priority, and 77% giving it a "1" or "2" ranking.
Weakened state and federal laws ranks second among 
priorities—68% of respondents ranked this threat "1** or "2."
Lower priority: Populahon growUi ranks as a lower priority for action but 
there is significant disagreement on its importance.
Although 42% of respondents gave this threat a #4 ranking. 
34% ranked it “r  or "2."
Increased togging is agreed to be another lower priority, 
with 78% of respondents giving it a ranking of "3" or lower.
PlotectioD priority
# Ranked 
#1 priority Percent
# Ranked 
#2 priority
Combined
percent
Proposed hard rock mines 75 49% 41 76%
Weakened state and federal laws 50 33% 54 68%
Population growth 23 15% 30 34%
Lioreased logging 4 3% 29 22%
1 TOTAL RESPONDENTS 151-155
Table 14: Pmtecbon orionties
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Only seven respondents listed other emerging threats. (These responses are 
listed, with the rest of the responses to this question, in Appendix D.)
Directions for the Coalition 
E l) Reasons for membership
This question, which asked people why they belong to the Coalition, received 
163 responses. (Alt of the responses to this question, as well as to questions 
E3 and E4. are listed in Appendix E.) Several themes emerge from these 
responses.
Concern for future generations.
• General concerns about the health of aquatic ecosystems, the 
environment, and water quality. Within this context, fisheries, the 
use of water quality as an indicator of environmental health, and a 
desire to care for the waters in this basin appear as themes.
• View of the Coalition as an effective, strong, and reasonable (not 
radical) player.
• Reliance on the Coalition for information on issues. People 
describe this information as baianced, credible, science-based, 
and rooted in careful and expert evaluation of problems.
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Concerns about lack of enforcement and will to enforce 
environmental regulations. The word "watchdog" comes up in this 
context.
Value of being part of a group that can accomplish what 
individuals cannot or do not have time to do.
Appreciation of the "work-together" nature of the Coalition.
Desire to pitch in to help protect the water and the larger 
environment that people use.
View of the Coalition as a "voice for the river" against corporate 
and other interests, including legislators.
£2) Strategtes
This question asked people to rate a list of action strategies according to the 
priority the Coalition should give each one. For each strategy, respondents 
could indicate high, medium, low, or no priority. By and laige, the strategies 
received a mfoc of mostly "high" and "medium" ratings. (A listing of all 
responses is included in Appendix F.)
These responses may be best interpreted in light of the general foundation of 
trust in the Coalition that is reflected in responses to the previous question. No 
strategies are entirely ruled out, so the responses may most usefully indicate
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areas of preference and disagreement. Respondents clearly understand that 
the Coalition would use more than one strategy, so the strategies should not be 
viewed in isolation from each other. However, two strategies emerge as high 
priorities.
High priority: Technicat review and comment to state agencies received
76% high priority ratings.
Lobbying local and state government received 73% high 
priority ratings.
Since the Coalition does not, as a matter of course, lobby local and state 
governments, the high priority that respondents placed on that strategy is not 
an affirmation of the Coalition's current activities (unless it is a mistaken one).
It seems likely that the high priority given this strategy is linked with 
respondents* strong concerns about weakened water quality laws and 
regulations.
Four strategies prompted widely divergent estimates of their priority.
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Disagreement Policy research received predominantly medium priority
ratings, but “high" and "low" each received between 26% 
and 29% of the ratings. (What this strategy entails also 
seemed unclear to many respondents. Several people 
marked it with a question mark.)
Being involved in election campaigns drew roughly equal 
ratings in the "high," "medium," and "low" categories. Six 
percent gave it no priority.
LtUgaUon received predominantly high priority ratings, but 
"medium" was marked by 29% of respondents while 22% 
gave it a low priority rating. Several comments indicate that 
litigation could be an important strategy in carefully selected 
cases. Several others note the costs of litigation as a strike 
against it as an important strategy.
Sclenhllc research also received predominantly high priority 
ratings. But 25% of respondents said it shouid be of 
medium priority, while 18% thought H should receive low or 
no priority. Concerns that were expressed about scientific 
research focus on the expense involved.
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Table 15 shows how respondents placed priority on the listed action strategies.
1 . strategy for acdon
Percent 
ranked 
, high 
priority
Percent
ranked
medium
Percent
ranked
low
Percent | 
ranked no | 
priority 1
Tcdttttcai review and 
commoit to state agendes 76% 20% 2% 1%
Lobbyn% local and state 
governments 73% 21% 6%
Education through school 
programs 60% 32% 8%
Commumiy organizing 57% 32% 10% <1%
Sdentific research 56% 25% 16% 2%
Media canqudgns 49% 42% 9%
litigation 47% 29% 22% 2%
Education through pubUc 
meetings and conferences 47% 43% 10%
Bdng involved in election 
campaigns 36% 32% 26% 6%
Policy research 29% 42% 27% 2%
Publications 28% 57% 15%
TOTAL RESPONDENTS 147-174 1
fattie lé : Stmtegy prtortües
It was common for respondents to give no ranking to one or more of the 
strategies. Still, each of the listed strategies was ranked by between 147 and 
174 respondents. Only nine people listed another strategy option.
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£3) Futuæ issues
In response to this question. 134 people listed issues or projects they would like 
to see the Coalition focus on in the next three to five years. The 389 separate 
responses fall into 19 categories. Mining issues are, by far, the clear priority for 
respondents. This overwhelming concern is demonstrated by the fact that 
some 34% of the responses deal with general mining issues, specific mining 
proposals, or Superfund remediation of historic mining damage.
The following chart shows how many responses were given in each issue 
category. (Appendix G lists all of the responses by category.)
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Issue for Coalition focus
Number
of
responses
-------------------------
Percent of 
aU 
responses
Mining (includes acid drainage) 52 13%
Superfiind remediation 39 10%
Water quality laws and enforcement 37 10%
General river and tributary clean»tq> 35 9%
8ev<m-Up mine proposal 31 8%
Loggmg 29 7%
1 Stream dewatering 21 5%
Education 20 5%
Population growth and its effects 19 5%
Nutrient pollution 19 5%
1 Stone Container—dioxin and other pollution 15 4%
.
ASARCX) Rock Creek mine propwal 11 3%
Fisheries 10 3%
Indwtrial pollution 10 3%
1 Riparian restoration and protection 8 2%
Promote cooperation 5 1%
Cmnmunity involvement 4 1%
Roads 3 1%
Other 21 5%
TOTAL RESPONSES 389 100%
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Reflections: interviews with Staff and Board Memi)ers
To gain insight into how these survey results might be useful to the Clark Fork- 
Pend Oreille Coalition, I spoke with three board members and two staff from the 
Coalition's main Missoula office. I interviewed:
* board member Hal Frank from Bayview, Idaho;
• board member Traci Stone-Manning from Lolo, Montana;
* board president Marci Valeo from Missoula. Montana;
« executive director Meg Nelson; and
• staff scientist Geoff Smith.
The interviews were conducted as open discussions in which interviewees 
offered their reflections on the survey results. I asked them to focus on what 
surprised ttiem, what didn't surprise them, what seems to affirm the Coalition's 
actions, what suggests that the Coalition is off-track, and what the Coalition 
might do tn réponse. When appropriate, I probed with more specific questions 
based on my data analysis and on interviews with other board and staff.
Several common themes and more individual points of reflection arose during 
these interviews. Tfiese reflections provide the basis of this concluding section.
Without exception, those I spoke with found the survey results thought 
provoking—providing information and raising questions that tfie board and staff
32
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can use as they guide the Coalition forward. Overall, results suggest that the 
Coalition is on the right track, both in what it works on and In how It works. The 
overwhelming emphasis on mining-related issues squares weil with where the 
Coalition will continue to focus much of its energy in coming years. And 
members' view of the Coalition as a reasonable player, a source of credible 
information, and a strong advocate for the river pleased the five people I 
interviewed. One board member said it fit well with a personal view of the 
Coalition as "levei-headed and cooperative."
Following are a handful of the issues raised during my interviews. These 
issues suggest a range of ways in which the survey results prompt reflection 
and invite new thinking among the Coalition's leadership.
Who t)eiongs to the Coalition (and what do they care about)?
While this survey can't answer that question with certainty, results suggest that 
the Coalition has relatively few members under 40 years old. A couple of 
interviewees expressed concern over these age characteristics, saying that the 
Coalition could "draw strength from younger members." One noted that it's 
Important to have "people coming up through the ranks" to take on leadership 
roles.
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Judging from the other environmental groups to which they commonly belong. 
Coalition members tend to be in the mainstream of the environmental 
movement. Responses to the open-ended questions at the end of the survey 
indicate that Coalition members appreciate solid, well-reasoned positions and 
approaches that are likely to bear fruit and not be unnecessarily obstructionist. 
Three interviewees ot>served that "none " was the third most common response 
to the question of membership in environmental groups. One noted, "That 
might say something about our reasoned approach."
Especially given the moderate image of Coalition members that is suggested by 
survey results, most of the interviewees were struck by what one termed a 
"striking—kind of incredible—focus on intrinsic values." Responses to questions 
about why healthy waters are important and about how to gauge the health of 
surface waters in the basin focused on natural systerns, fish and wildlife habitat, 
and non-consumptive human values such as recreation and beauty. This focus 
is heartening for staff and board members I interviewed. One said, "i"m glad to 
see this. It shows that people still care.” The depth of concern for healthy 
natural systems is also affirmed in many of the responses to the question about 
why people belong to the Coalitioh.
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The changing face of environmental politics
One of survey respondents' primary concerns is the threat posed by weakened 
state and federal laws. One interviewee said that this concern "could suggest a 
stronger lobbying presence for the Coalition " The concern about weakened 
laws may be linked with the high priority survey results give to lobbying as a 
Coalition strategy. Another interviewee said, "This is something the board and 
staff should take seriously. Lots of members think it's a more important 
strategy than litigation, for example."
While ffie Coalition does not generally engage in direct lobbying, one board 
member suggested that the priority that survey respondents gave to lobbying is 
not necessarily based on a mistaken perception of what the Coalition does.
Nor is it necessarily a call for a new approach. This interviewee noted that the 
Coalition does engage in a broader kind of lobbying when it sends out action 
alerts urging members to write to elected or agency decision makers. "This is 
de facto lobbying, even ff it doesn't fit the legal definition."
In supporting lobbying, survey respondents bring up an issue that the board has 
begun discussing. One board member suggested that the Coalition's battles to 
protect water quality get harder every time water quality laws and standards are 
weakened. Another said, "Lobbying is appropriate and It’s new for the 
Coalition. We started out as a grassroots group, not too involved in lobbying.
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But as our issues get bigger, we need to think about using new tools." The 
interest in lobbying—on the part of the organization's leadership and its 
members—may be driven in part by changes in the political climate in which 
environmental issues play out. As one long-time Missoula environmental 
activist said recently, "During the 1970s we passed environmental laws. During 
the 1980s we used them. During the 1990s we watched them being 
dismantled."
These political changes run so deeply that one interviewee noted, "A lot of the 
big Washington, D.C., environmental groups are now talking about following the 
lead of the Sierra Club—ditching their 501(c)(3) [nonprofit] status—and working 
to get good folks elected to Congress. I could see the Coalition thinking about 
putting a lot more effort into lobbying if we have a couple more state legislative 
sessions like the last one." This interviewee pointed to the fact that being 
involved in election campaigns drew roughly equal ratings in the "high," 
"medium," and "low" priority categories, saying, "Members may be beginning to 
understand the connection and anticipate a need to change approaches."
Question marks—unexpected strategy ratings
The survey asked respondents to give priority rankings to different action 
strategies that the Coalition might use ta accomplish its aims. The ratings of 
two strategies, in particular, raised questions for interviewees.
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Publications received 57% "medium priority" ratings. One interviev^ee 
wondered whether this rating came from a misinterpretation of what is included 
in publications, especially given the prevalent view of the Coalition as a source 
of credible information. This interviewee said, "The written word is our main 
mode of communication— newsletter, action alerts, brochures."
Education through school programs received 60% high priority ratings. This 
struck the board and staff members I spoke with as something of an anomaly. 
One interviewee noted that there is a limited history of involvement with 
educational programs, and that the board has talked about it a bit. But, while 
"M's terrific if we have the time and the money, it seems like a luxury at the 
moment. School kids aren't going to stop the mine.”
Another interviewee echoed the "it would be nice, but..." theme, saying that it's 
important for organizations not to diversify too much; "Groups that do, fall on 
their This interviewee suggested that the Coalition continue to support 
other groups that specialize in education by referring people wMh educational 
needs to them, and by providing them with information.
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Locaiizect support in a basin-wide organization
There is an apparent contradiction between strong agreement with the goal of 
maintaining minimum water flows in streams to support aquatic life on one 
hand, and on the other hand, widely varying assessments of the importance of 
stream dewatering as a restoration priority. One interviewee speculated that 
where respondents live color their awareness of certain problems—^ream 
dewatering being one of them. The same interviewee was surprised that 
chlorine bleaching at Stone Container was ranked the second highest 
restoration priority, but linked that ranking to the strength of the Missoula 
membership and their greater awareness of Stone issues (since Stone 
Container is right in Missoula's backyard, so to speak.)
In response to this 
interesting hypothesis, I 
went back to the survey 
results and looked at 
how people who live in 
different sections of the 
basin ranked stream 
dewatering and chlorine 
bleaching at Stone 
Container as restoration
Stream Stone
Respondents dewatering— Container—
gdnce of average average
residence IHioiity rank priority rank
Upstream
from Missoula 2.4 4.0
Kfissoida 3.1 3.0
Downstream
from AÆssoula 4.2 2.4
Bitterroot
Valley 1.2 4.2
1 Outside basin 3.0 4.0
Table 17: P rio rity  rankingf by phce o f residence
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priorities. As Table 17 suggests, there is a clear difference of priorities among 
communities upstream from Missoula along the Clark Fork River, and those 
downstream, including Lake Pend Oreille. (In Table 16, a ranking of 1 is the 
highest priority. A ranking of 6 is the lowest priority.)
I included the Bitterroot Valley in this comparison, because stream dewatering 
Is common in that drainage. Respondents from the Bitterroot Valley are likely 
to be well aware of stream dewatering as a problem, and indeed give it very 
high priority. I also included respondents from "outside the basin"—from states 
other than Idaho and Montana. (I included most Washington residents within 
the basin because they expressed links to Lake Pend Oreille, usually in the 
form of summer home ownership). 1 included them in this comparison as a 
reminder that there are probably many sources of variation in priority rankings.
Interviewees noted that issues like stream dewatering and chlorine bleaching at 
Stone Conteiiner pose educational challenges for the Coalition. But there are 
broader challenges, too. Survey results suggest that some issues the Coalition 
takes on are seen as basinwide issues. Mining and water quality laws are two 
clear examples. Other issues have more localized appeal.
This dynamic has interesting implications for a membership organization that 
tries to take a watershed view, particularly when it comes to selecting issues on
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which to work. Some issues cleariy unite the basin, but other issues may pose 
equally important threats within a more geographically confined area. How 
should the Coalition operate as a watershed organization, and still respect 
differences in problems and priorities?
The Coalition relies on support from communities up and down the river. One 
board member wants the Coalition to develop a clearer watershed image, 
drawing more membership and support from different parts of the basin.
Another board member raised the possibility of relying on communities in the 
basin for more financial support. These survey results suggest that some 
issues are capable of drawing support from throughout the basin. But other 
issues may draw ready support from parts of the basin, while people in other 
parts don't place much priority on the problem. Understanding that dynamic 
and how to work with it seems critical to the Coalition's success.
Recommendations
The board and staff reflections outlined above suggest that these survey results 
helped to identify some areas in which further exploration with members might 
be fruitful. The board and staff I spoke with recognized the value of following 
up on questions that were raised by the survey results. One interviewee, for 
example, expressed a desire to explore members’ views on nondegradation. 
The board has been wrestling with defining nondegradation in workable terms.
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and this interviewee wants to understand how members perceive the goal of 
maintaining high quality waters and not allowing them to be degraded
The Coalition's leadership should identify—perhaps through discussion at a 
board meeting or similar gathering—questions and issues that it wants to 
explore in more depth with members. This exploration doesn't need to take the 
form of further survey research, although if it does take that form, the Coalition 
might consider more sophisticated forms of research that are designed to 
answer particular questions with clarity and confidence.
•
For example, if the Coalition is interested in knowing with confidence the 
demographic characteristics of its membership—such as age, education, 
occupation, and place and length of residence—it might choose to survey a 
random sample of its membership. With a sample of 290 members (from a total 
membership of 1,055) the Coalition could achieve a margin of error of ± 5% at 
a 95% confidence level, using suitable techniques to randomly replace non­
respondents (figures derived from equations provided by Dr. Paul Miller, 
Department of Sociology, University of Montana). This information might be 
useful for membership drives or fundraising. It is also important to use a 
statistically valid sampling regime if the Coalition wants to learn whether and 
how members' views vary according to characteristics such as age, length of 
residence or place of residence.
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Another way to build on the results of this survey might be to use the Coalition's 
newsletter to create an ongoing forum for soliciting and exchanging members' 
views. As does the Sierra Club's bulletin, each Coalition newsletter could invite 
reader response to a particular question. The responses—received by mail or 
e-mail—could then be printed in the following newsletter, creating a forum for 
idea exchange among members. An accompanying article could provide 
background about the question so that readers might offer.informed views 
rather than top-of-the-head responses. On the issue of nondegradation, for 
example, the article might cover current nondegradation laws and rules, 
different approaches to defining nondegradation, and some of the positive and 
negative consequences of the different approaches.
Another approach to follow-up that might work well for the Coalition would be to 
hold monthly membership meetings that rotate to different places around the 
basin. These meetings could provide an opportunity for members to be updated 
on Coalition activities and to voice concerns; and they could be used to 
generate discussion about questions from the board or staff. The staff or board 
member who runs the meeting could ground the discussion by providing 
background information on the issue in question. As well as being a source of 
information and ideas for the Coalition, one interviewee suggested, "More face- 
to-face interaction might build ownership and involvement in the organization."
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C l a r k  F o r k - P e n d  O r e i l l e  C o a l i t i o n
M e m b e r  s u r v e y
Dear Members^
The Clark Fork-Pend Oreille Coalition is 
r^ n in g  its plans for protecting and restoring 
vrnter cfuamv throughout the Clark Fork-Pend 
Oreille basin. Please help us set goals and 
priorities for action bv tadng m inute to
f ill out this suroey.
Thank vou for hdping us chart a course fo r thé 
future h&dth of the Clark Fork Rwer system.
—  The board a r^ s ti0  of the 
O ark Fork-Pend D ria ile iîeCoaiition
W h a t  to  t io
H l l i n ç  o u t  t h e  s t i r r e j r  s h o u ld  t a k e  1 0 - 1 5  s n n a t e i  o r  
s o .  f a  a d d i t i o n  t o  a n s w e r i n g  t h e  q u e s t io n s ,  f e e i  f r e e  
t o  a d d  c o m m e n t s  w h e t e v e r  y o u  f i n d  s p a c e .  T h e n ,  
w h e n  y o u  a t e  ( h m e :
1 )  I f y o u w i f a t o t e a u t f a a n o m n t n o u s . x e in e m b e r  
t o  c u t  o f i  y o u r  m a i l i n g  l a b e l
2 )  R e f o ld  d ie  q u e s t ia n n a i r e  s o  t h e  C o a l i t i o n 's  
a d d r e s s  a n d  p o s t a g e  i s  o n  t h e  o u t s id e .
3 )  M a i l  i t  b e f o r e  A u g u s t  1 8 !
S o m e  i n f o r m a t i o n  a b o u t  ' i i o i i r s e i f
A l )  H s w  o l d  a r e  y o u ?
A 2 )  W h a t d o y o u d o f o r a l i v f a g ?
A 3 )  W h e r e  d o  v o u  l i v e ,  a n d  h o w  lo n g  h a v e  y o u
l i v e d t h e n ^
A 4 )  H o w  lo n g  h a v e  y o u  b e e n  a  m e m b e r  o f  f o e
C o a U t io i i?
A S )  D o  y o u  b e lo n g  t o  o t h e r  e n v i r o n m e n t a l
g r o u p s ?  I f s o . w h i d i o n e s ?
Yon m a i f  l u a n t  t o  re fe r  to  t h i s  m a p  o f  
the C l a r k  l  u r k - P e n t l  O r e i l l e  B a s i n  as  
If on  f i l l  o u t  the  s ia-vei j
CUUtiCfORKiUVER  
Lake Pe n d  O r eillb  Ba s in
Sif^ns o f  a h e a l t l i i f  r i v e r  s i f s tem
B l )  W h y  a r e  t h e  r i v e r s ,  la lc e s ,  a n d  s t r e a m s  i n  t h e  
M a r k  F ( % k « P e o d  O r e i l l e  b a s in  i i r y o r t a n t  to
w is h . )  T h e yy o u ?  ( C h e c k  a s  m a n y  a s  y o u  1
^ I m p o r t a n t  f a  m y  l i n e  o f  w o r k .
_ _ _  A  p la c e  f o r  r e c r e a t io n .
 B e s u t i f u L
_ _  I m p o i t a n t  t o  d ie  a r e a 's  e c o n o m y .
 G o o d  f o r  m y  p r o p e r t y  v a lu e s .
 E s s e n t ia l  f o r  f i s h  a n d  t v i l d l i f o .
_ _  U s e d  f o r  d r i n k i n g  w a t e r .
_  O t h e r  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
a r e :
B 2 ) H o w  w o u l d  y o u  r a t e  t h e  " h e a l t h "  o f  d ie  r i v e r s ,  
la k e s ,  a n d  s t r e a m s  i n  t h e  b a s in ?  ( C h e c k  o n e . )
_  V e r y  h e a l t h y  
 F a l r i y  h e a l t h y
 M o s t  a r e  h e a l t h y ,  w i t h  s o m e  t r o u b le  s p o t s .
 N o t  v e r y  h e a l t h y
_  N o t  a t  a l l  h e a l t h y
M o s t  a r e  not h e a l t h y ,  b u t  s o m e  a r e .
 I 'm n o t s u r e
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B 3 ) L is t e d  b e lo w  a r e  s o m e  o f  t h e  w a v s  t o  g a u g e  
t h e  " h e a l t h "  o f  s u r f a c e  w a t e r s .  C i r c le  a  
n u m b e r  t o  in d i c a t e  h o w  im p o r t a n t  y o u  t h i n k  
e a c h  o f  t h e s e  f a c t o r s  i s .
( 1  «  e s s e n t t a L  2  =  v e r y  im p o r t a n t .  3  =  s o m e ­
w h a t  im p o r t a n t .  4  =  h o t  u r m o r t a n t ,  D K  =  
d o n 't  k n o w )
1  2  3  4  D K  a )  G o o d  a n d  s a f e  t o  d r i n k .
1  2  3  4  D K  b )  S a f e  t o  s w im  i n .
1  2  3  4  D K  c )  S u p p o r t s  n a t iv e  f i s h .
1  2  3  4  D K  d )  S a f e  t o  u s e  f o r  a g r i c u l t u r e .
1  2  3  4  D K  e )  C le a r ,  w i t h o u t  e x c e s s iv e  
a lg a e  g r o w t h .
1  2  3  4  D K  f )  A e e - e lo w in g — n o t  d a m m e d  
o r  im p o u n d e d .
1 2  3  4  D K  g )  H b w i n g a t r e i a t i v e i y
n a t u r a i  s e a s o n a l w a t e r  le v e l s .
1  2  3  4  D K  h >  P a r t  o f  a  l a i g e r n a t u r a i  
s y s t e m  t h a t  s u p p o r t s  a  
w e t s i t y o f M e .
1  2  3  4  D K  1 } O t h e r
Goals.
C l )  H e r e  a r e  s o m e  g o a l  s t a t e m o i t s  f o r  h e a l t h v  
r i v e r  a n d  la k e  s y s t e m s  m  t h e  b a s in .  C i r c le  a  
n u m b e r  t o  in d i c a t e  h o w  s t r o n g ly  y o u  a g r e e  o r  
d is a g r e e  w i t h  t h e s e  g o a ls .
( 1  =  s t r o n g ly  a g r e e .  2  =  a g r e e .  3  =  d is a g r e e .  4  -  
s t r o n g ly  d is a g r e e .  A B  *  A g r e e  w i t h  t h e  id e a ,  b u t  
t h i n k  t h e  g o a l  i s  n o t  r e a s o n a b ly  a t t a in a b le .
D K  «  d o n  t  k n o w . )
1  2  3  4  A B  D K  a )  R iv e r s  a n d  s t r e a m s  s h o u id  
b e m o s d y  f i e e  t o  m o a n d e r  
a n d  r e n e w  s t r e a m s id e  
c o m m u n i t i e s .
1  2  3  4  A B  D K  b )  D a m s  s h o u ld  b e  m a n a g e d  
t o  b e n e f i t  w i l d l i f e  a n d  f i s h .
1  2  3  4  A B  D K  c )  W h e r e  s t r e a m  w a t e r  i s  
t o e d  f o r  i r r i g a t i o n ,  
m i n im u m  w a t e r  f l o w s  
s h o u ld  b e  m a in t a in e d  t o  
s u p p o r t  a q u a t ic  l i f e .
1  2  3  4  A B  D K  d ) .  N ig h  q u a l i t y  w a t c i a
s h o u ld  b e  m a in t a h ie d  a n d  
n o t  a l l o w e d  t o  d e g r a d e .
1  2  3  4  A B  D K  f )  P la n t  a n d  a n im a l
c o m m u n i t i e s  s h o u ld  b e  
s h n i l a r  t o  t h o s e  f o u n d  k i  
a n d  a lo n g  r e l a t i v e l y  u n d i s ­
t u r b e d  s t r e a m s  i n  d i e  r e g io n .
P r io r i t i e s  f o r  restornt io i i
D l )  L i s t e d  b d o w  a r e  p r o b le m s  t h a t  s t a n d  i n  t h e  
w a y  o f  h e a l t h y  w a t e r s  i n  t h e  O u k  F o r k - P a id  
Q r e i i l e  b a s in .  P le a s e  r a n k  t h e m  i n  o r d e r  o f  t h e  
p n m i t y  y o u  w o u l d  p la c e  o n  a d d r e s s in g  t h e m .
( W S t it e  a  " I *  n e x t  t o  y o u r  t o p  p r i o r i t y ,  a  " 2 *  
n e x t  t o  v o u r  s e c o n d 'p r i o r i t v .  a n d  s o  o n .  W r i t e  
i n a  " ( T ^ I f  y o u  d o n ' t  t h i n k  t h e  p r o b le m  n e e d s  
a c t i o n . )
_ _ _  A d d  d r a in a g e  f i o m  o ld  m in e s  a n d  
w a s t e s ,  e s p e o a i l y  i n  t h e  u p p e r  C la r k  
F o d c  a n d  B la c k f b o t  d r a i n a e ^ .  i s  a  
c o n t in u i n g  s o u r c e  o f  p o l l u t i o n .
_ _ _ _  E a d i  s u m m e r ,  s o m e  s t r e a m s  i n  t h e
b a s in  a r e  " d e w a t e r e d " — t h e y  r u n  v e r v  
l o w — b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  a m o u n t  o f  w a t e r  
t a k e n  f o r  i r t i g a t t a n  a n d  o t h e r  u s e s .
M a n y  r i p a r i a n  ( s t r e a m s id e )  a r e a s  a t e  
d c g n d e d  b y  p o o r  g r a z in g  a n d  f o r e s t r y  
,  c h a n n e l i z a t io n ,  a n d  u z b a z d z a -
W d e r  f l o w  a n d  s e d im e n t  l e v e l s  a r e  
c h m g e d  b e c a u s e  o f  c h a n n e l i z a t io n ,  
d a m s ,  a n d  o v e r c u t d r %  o f  t r e e s .
M a n y  r o a d s ,  e s p e c ia l ly  t h o s e  b u i l t  f o r  
I m m m g .  m i n in g ,  o r  r e d e a t i t m  a t x e s s ,  
a M s e d im e n t s  t o  s t r e a m s ,  h a r m in g  
f i s h  h a b i t a t
T h e  S to n e  C o n t a in e r  C o ^ r a d o n  p u lp  m i l l  
I n  F t e n c h t o w n  u s e s  a  c h l o r i n e  b le a c h in g  
p r o c e s s  t h a t  r e le a s e s  d i o x i n s — h i g h l y  t o x i c  
i n d u s t r i a l  p o l l u t a n t s — i n t o  t h e  r i v e r .
Other
> Questions continue  <
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r r io r i t ic s  fo r  p ro tec t io n
s m e r m g  t h r e a t s  
'F e n d  O r e i i l e  l i v e
t o  t h eD 2 )  B e lo w  a t e  l is t e d  s e v e r a l  e r
h e a l t h  o f  t h e  C la r k  F o r k « P c i u r e i u n v e r  
s y s t e m .  P le a s e  r a n k  t h e m  m  o r d e r  o f  t h e  
p i i o i i t y  y o u  w o u l d  p la c e  o n  a d d r e s s m g  t h e m .
( W r i t e  a  " 1 *  n e x t t o  y o u r  t o p  p r i o r i t y ,  a  " 2 "  
n e s c t  t o  y o u r  s e c o n d  p r i o r i t v ,  a n d  s o  o n .  W r i t e  a  
" ( T  n e x t  t o  t h e  s t a t e m e n t  t£ y o u  d o n ' t  t h i n k  t h a t  
t h e  t h r e a t  r e q u ir e s  a n y  a c t i o n . )
_ _  P o p id a t io m f i x m t h  i n  t h e  b a s in  le a d s  t o  
in o e a s in g  d e v e lo p m e n t — e s p e d a i l v  
i t e a r  la k e s  a n d  s t r e a m s .  T h is  d e v e lo p ­
m e n t  t h r e a t e n s  t o  d e g r a d e  h a b i t a t ,  a d d  
n u t n e n t  p o l l u t i o n  m  t h e  r i v e t s ,  a n d  
p o l l u t e  g r o u n d w a t e r
*  F e d e r a l  a n d  s t a t e  p o l i c ie s  m a v  le a d  t o  
in c r e a s e d  l o g g i n g  T h e s e  m c lu d e  
p r o p o s a l s  t o  in c r e a s e  i o g g t r g  t o  p r o ­
m o t e  f o r e s t  h e a l t h ,  a n d  t h e  n e w  m a n ­
d a t e  t o  in c r e a s e  c u t t i n g  o n  s t a t e  la n d s .
P r o p o s e d  h a r d  r o c k  m in e s  i n  t h e  b a s in  
t h r e a t e n  t o  a d d  t o x i c  d ie m ic a ls  a n d  
m e t a l s  t o  r i v e r s  a n d  g r o u n d w a t e r  a n d  
c h a n g e  w a t e r  f l o w s .
W e a k e n e d  s t a t e  a n d  f e d e r a l  la w s  
l o w e r  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  s t a n d a r d s ,  a l l o w  
m m e  w a t e r s  t o  b e  d e g r a d e d ,  a n d  m a k e  
i t  h a r d e r  f o r  g o v e r n m e n t  a g e n d e s  a n d  
c i t i z e n s  t o  p r o t e c t  w a t e r  q i u d i t y
O A e r
D i r e c t i o n s  f o r  the C o a l i t i o n
E l )  W h y  d o  y o u  b d o n g  t o  d i e  C o a l i t i o n ?
E 3 )  T h e  C o a l i t i o n  c o u ld  f o c u s  o n  m a n y  is s u e s  a s  i t  
w o r k s  t o  p r o t e c t  a n d  r e s t o r e  w a t e r  q u a l i t y  i n  
t h e  Q a r f c T o i i t - F e n d  O r e i l l e  b a s m .  W h a t t h  
is a u e s  o r  p r o je c i s  d o  y o u  t h i n k  t h e  C o a l i t i o n  
s h o u ld  f o c u s  o n  i n  t h e  n e x t  3 - 5  y e a r s ?
E 2 )  A s  t h e  C o a l i t i o n  w o r k s  o n  is s u e s  i n  t h e  
f u t u r e ,  w e  o o u id  r d y  o n  a  v a x ie t o  o f  
s t r a t e g ie s  t o  a c h ie v e  o u r  g o a ls .  P le a s e  
in d i c a t e  w h e t h e r  y o u  t h i t u c  t h a t  t h e  f d l l o w i i ^  
t y p e s  o f  a c t io n  ^ l o t d d  b e  o f  h ^ ( H ) ,  
o ie d i t n n  ( M ) ,  L o w  ( L ) ,  o r  N o  ( N )  p r i o r i t y .
_ _  C o m m u n i t y  o r o n i z i n g  
M e d ia l
a n d  c o n f e r e n c e s  
_  P id d ic a d o n s
-  E d u c a t io n  t h r o u g h  s c h o o l  p r o g r a m s
£ 4 )  D o  y o u  h a v e  a n y  o t h e r  c o m m e n t s  o r  s u g g e s ­
t io n s ?
B e h ig  m v o t v e d  i n  e le c t i o n  c a m p a ig n s  
S d e m t f ic  r e s e a r c h  
T e c h n ic a i r e v ie w  a n d  c o m m e n t  t o  
s t a t e  a g e n c ie s  
P o f ic v  r e s e a r c h
O t h e r _____________________________________________________
Thank youl
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Appendix B: Additional information about responses to questions 81 and 83 on 
the signs of a healthy river system
81) Why are the rivers, lakes, and streams in the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille 
basin Impmtant to you? (Responses given in the "other" category.) 
Underground aquifer and wells.
Preservation for the future is an ethical and moral obligation, 
indicator of diversity.
For eons of generations.
I like it.
To fulfill nature's cycle, which is still a mystery to us.
I am a fisherman.
Solitude.
Return to natural state.
Good water equals life its own self.
Lots.
Clean water is vital for the ecology of the arid west.
Water is the basis for life on the planet. It is more valuable than gold,
i
etc.
Clean rivers!
All pollution should be eliminated -  future generations deserve better. 
There are few healthy places left to live.
47
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intrirtsicatiy valuable.
\Ne live on the Clark Fork.
Important history; A story of human values.
I fish and canoe.
Flood plain integrity and open space.
Ecosystem vitality.
Part of Mother Earth.
Live here.
Fly fishing.
Life blood of area.
So my grandchildren can enjoy the rivers too.
Per se, as part of the planet.
No water = no people.
All of nature is important to preserve, we are nothing without earth and 
environment.
Keep all life forms abundant and in good health.
I don't like slimy rocks, boats, etc.
Future generations.
Hunting and fishing -  you are what you eat.
Fishing
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B3) Listed below are some of the ways to gauge the ‘Tieaith” of surface 
waters. Circle a number to Indicate how important you think each of 
these factors is.
Indicator of health Easential
Very im­
portant
Some- 
what im­
portant
Not im­
portant
Don't
know
Good and safe to drink 97 47 35 3
1 Safe to swim in 93 65 23 2 1
1
Supports native fish 166 16 2
Safe to use for agriculture 51 36 59 . 28 6
Clear, without excessive algae grov/th 96 69 14 5
Free-flowing-not dammed or 
impounded 74 62 32 10 5
Flowing at relatively natural seasonal 
vwator levels 86 68 21 3 5
1 Part of a larger system that supports 
1 a diversity of life 138 37 5 1 2
Responses given in the "other" category.
• A comprehensive regional plan for all the basins that eventually flow into 
the Columbia River.
• Used for electrical generation only after other natural, recreational, and 
local needs have been met.
• important trout fisheries.
• Recreational activities.
• Mining wastes are cleaned up.
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Appendix C; Additional information about responses to question C1 about goals
C l ) Here are some goal statements fbr healthy river and lake systems in the 
tMisin. Circle a numtier to indicate how strongly you agree or disagree 
with these goals.
Goal
Strongly
agree Agree Disagree
Strongly
disagree
Agree 
but not 
attain­
able
Dont 1 
know
Rivers and streams should 
be mostly free to meander 
and renew sbeamade 
communities. 85 57 1 3 17 3
1 Dams should be managed 
to benefit wildlife and fish. 99 49 3 3 14
Where stream water is 
used for irrigation, minimum 
water flows should be 
maintained to support 
aquatic life. 145 19 1 1 2 1
High quality waters should 
be maintained and not 
allowed to degrade. 151 16 1 1
Plant and animal 
communities should be 
similar to those found in 
and along relatively 
undisturbed streams in the 
region. 83 54 3 21 5
51
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Appendix D: Additional information about responses to questions D1 and D2 about priorities for restoration and 
protection
D1 ) Listed below are problems that stand in the way of healthy waters in the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille basin. Please 
rank them in order of the priority you would place on addressing them.
8
( O '
3 .
3"
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Restoration prior% #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 ns m None
Add drainage from old mines and wastes, 
especially in the upper Clark Fork and 
Bladdoot drainages, is a continuing source 
of pollution. 51 41 22 13 12 6 1 2
Each summer, some streams hi the basin 
are 'Vtawateied'-they run very low-because 
of the amount of water taken for irrigation 
and other uses. 30 28 18 19 20 26 1
Many riparian (stieamside) areas are 
degraded by poor grazing and forestry 
practices, channelization, and urbanization. 14 24 38 27 23 11 1
Water flow and sediment levels are changed 
because of channelization, dams, and 
overcutting of trees. 5 6 17 28 32 42 3 1
Many roads, especially those built for 
logging, mining, or reaeation access, add 
sediments to streams, harming fish habitat. 6 12 24 39 29 26 1
1 The Stone Container Corporation pulp mill 
1 in Frenchtown uses a chlorine bleaching 
1 process that releases dioxins-highly toxic 
1 industrial pollutants»into the river. 35 31 22 13 19 20 2 2
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Responses in the "othet̂  category.
• Municipal sewage, agricultural runoff, septic.
• Upper basin cleanup.
• Algae growth on Pend ÙreiMe.
• Nutrient sources.
• Some trails In the Bitterroots could use some Improvement to help sediment flows after storms and as snow 
melts.
• No new mines near streams.
I  • New mines.
• Choose what can be most effectively changed in present political/economic realities.
• Lack of OEÛ enforcement.
• Seven Up Pete.
• Stop the new mine.
• Inadequate education available.
• Future mines.
w
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D2) Below are listed several emerging threats to the health of the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille river system. Please 
rank them in order of the priority you would place on addressing them.
Protectfon priority m #2 «3 #4 #S None
Population growth In the basin leads to increasing development- 
espedatly near lakes and streams. This development threatens to 
degrade habitat, add nutrient pollution to the rivers, and polluto 
groundwater 23 30 30 67 1 4
Federal and state policies may lead to Incieawd logging. These 
include proposals to increase logging to promote torest health, and 
the new mandate to increase cutting on state land. 4 29 62 49 2 5
Proposed hard rock mines in the baan threaten to add toxic 
chemicals and metals to rivers and groundwater, and change water 
flows. 75 41 25 10 1
Weakened state and federal laws lower water quality standards, 
allow more waters to be degraded, and make it harder for 
government agencies and citizens to protect water quality. 50 54 32 16 1 1
Responses in the "other category:
• Remove wastes behind Milltown dam.
• Loss of agricuitural lands.
• Uphold property rights. iS
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• Cities new sewer systems.
• Ctioose what can be most effectively ctianged in present political/eccnomic climate.
« Five year extension to polluting given when drain fields clogged, i e. Frenchtown.
.
• Nutrients -  sewage, pulp mill, non-point sources, septics.
• Drinking water -  A îssoula aquifer.
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Rec.# El) Why belong to die 
Coalition?
E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Other cmnmaite or 
su^estions
1 Industry and government do not 
adequately jdan for a future diat 
contains a healttiy environment
•Unseat Conrad Bums 
-Hsh spawning areas
3 I am concerned about die 
maltreatment of the drainage and 
its effects on future generations.
-Strengthen state water quality 
laws.
-Education
-Lobbying our legislators.
4 Expect that the Coalition will 
provide me some of die 
information I will need to expand 
my knowledge base. And I vety 
much want to see the area 
maintain its beauty and varied 
wildlife. The Coalidcm appears to 
present a balanced agenda toward 
these goals.
-Push for well-coordinated 
remediation plan for all 
Supeifiind sites in the basin 
-Establish more visible 
broad-based discussion on effects 
of population growth on water 
quality
-Create model of interrelationship 
between resource management 
and effects on environment
Survey was difficult to fill out 
because of "healthy" and how 
ifs defined, by man or nature. 
Didn't have a well-defined 
reference fî ame, md diis lack 
often leads to heated debate.
1 ^
To promote
environmental/ecosystem 
sensitivity and action.
-Population growth 
-Logging
-Miningdndustrial pdlution
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Rec. # El) Why belong to the 
Coalition?
E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) OdiM' comments or 
suggestions
6 Support a groi^ that works to 
preserve the Basin. Everyone 
wins with a healtiiy river and 
watershed.
-Help find die balance between 
environmental (M'otection and 
development interests. 
•Conclusion to Siqxafimd 
cleanup decisions in best 
interests of watershed and all its 
users
-Protection firom new mining 
activities
Stay focused as a basinwide 
coalition of converging interests. 
Dont go radical like all die rest 
The Coalition cannot be a real 
player in policy making without 
a sense of the middle ground.
7 Water and air are Ute sustaining, 
need to err on die side of 
caution. Fee! ignorant of 
chemistry and realize we need to 
sustain agriculture and the 
economy, but would rather alter 
lifestyle dian condemn others and 
the fhture. Laws should rpaintain 
high water quality & be 
enforced.
•
Appreciate mailir%s that explain 
the guts of an issue in simjde 
terms with litde hype . How will 
a particular action afiect water 
quality as it sustains us, the 
plants and animals in our 
environment.
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c/) Rec. # El) Why belong to tfie E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Odier comments or
c/)
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Coalition? suggestions
O
5 8 It is focused on a specific area, •Mining pracdces Try to develop good relations
8 and money is spent on die -Forestry practices related to with other groups with similar
problem, not on publications or runoff goMs for the area. Even help
CÛ
3 " other unrelated issues. I went to -Proper precautions fiu pollution other interest groiqis coordiiuite |
i school in Mssoula so I feel close from residential development efforts that are similar to the |
3
CD to this area and I have an Coalition's. Encourage and find
-n ' avocational interest in this other commercial enterprises to
3 -
3 " subject. support your objectives -  like
3
tourist promoters.
■ D
O
Q . 9 To help protect water quality. -Stop Seven Up Pete Joint
venture mine on the Blackfoot
O
= • -Clean up Clark Fork River
i -Control environmental damage
C T1—H
CD
from Cabinet Mountain mines.
Q .
$  1—H 10 For die reasons answered in dus
O
c _ quesdmmaire. The CoaUdon is
" O
CD the only one I know of diat is
3
c/)
having an eifect.
c/)
o"
3 11 To support a consolidated voice -Protection Continue to speak out, and reply
for die protecdon of our -Restoration to questions.
life-sustaining water. -Enhancement
$
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Rec. # El) Why belong to the 
Coalition?
Ë3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Odicr comments or 
suggestions
12 Anxious to protect and improve 
this valuable natural asset
-bnprove water quality 
-Restrict over use. 
-limit power boats and 
out-of-state guides.
13 8trm%ly concerned about 
improving and preserving the 
water quality throughout die 
basin -  for now, for us, and all 
those who follow. Eveiyonehas 
a responsibility to be a caregiver 
to all the elements of die basin.
•
-Accelerate "being in the faces” 
of state/federal decision makers, 
as concerned downstreameis. 
•Concern for the long-term 
foture, as weU as die present. 
-My cmicem is the most 
effective use of the Coalition's 
resources -  are the issues labor 
intensive, cost intensive, or 
both?
-We must remember that we all 
live downstream!
15 United we stand. '
16 -Gold mine on die Blackfoot
’
Because it gets diings done I 
dont have time to do.
-Msinformatiim campaign by die 
biggest polluters and potential 
polluters.
O
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Rec. # El) Why belong to Ae 
Coalition?
E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) GAer comments or 
su^estions
18 General envirmunental values. •Dam reguladtm to benefit fish 
and wildlife 
-Superfimd cleanup of 
headwtders
-General in^)rovemait of 
tributaries
-
19 We're moving to Alaska this fall 
so will no longo* be Coalition 
members.
20 New address -  Nelson S. Weller 
14821 Chalk Hill Rd.
Healdsbutg, CA 95448
21 -Maintain water quality of Ae 
Clark Fork River 
-Shorelme effects on Lake Pend 
Oreille
22 A fiiend ufgedme tojoin. I'm 
glad I did. It feels good to be 
part of a group Aat is working to 
preserve and enhance Ae 
environment!
-I dont know enough yet about 
Ae technicalities of Ae problem 
to be able to luioritize issues.
This is a meaningful survey, and 
I congratulate you for not 
accompanying it wiA a request 
for money.
O)
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Rec. # El) Why belong to Ae 
Coalition?
E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) OAer comments or 
su^estions
23 I'm primarily interested in 
bettering water quality in the 
basin. Preserving balanced 
ecological system -  earth, air, 
fire and water.
-Absolute safi%uards %. future 
pollution of Blackfoot by 
proposed mine, or kill Ae 
project.
Probably a lot of Aem -  will 
arise on need to need basis.
24 I am a hunter, fisherman, 
outdoorsman, and home owner in 
the area you cover. I am 
concerned wiA pollution that 
threatens our environment, and 
lack of local will to enforce 
environmental r%ulation. 
Coalition is forcing state and 
federal agencies to live by Ae 
letter of Ae law.
•New mining and logging abuses 
Aat could affect water quality 
-CXd or existing mining and 
wastes or businesses Aat affect 
water quality
-Maintaining what we have.
25 It is Ae least I can do to help to 
support Aose who are taking a 
leaAng role m protecting Aese 
resources.
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Rec,# El) Why belong to Ae 
Coalition?
E3) Issues in n«rt 3-5 years. E4) OAer comments or 
suggestions
26 To be more infcmned about 
environmental concerns in our 
area and to try as a group to do 
something about it.
-Uncontrolled population growA 
in our mea -  bald eagles and 
oA* animals declining 
-A ^ source of pollution, mines, 
ovemutrification etc.
-New roads and lo^iing near 
streams.
27 This is not realty an answer, but 
I cannot imagine that anyone 
interested in Aes6 types of goals 
and/(w maintenance would not 
belong.
-Focus on projects the Board 
feels we have a chance of 
winning. Attack Ae weakest 
OMXNition even if it is not Ae 
most important to us. A 
reasonable knowledge of which 
project to attack needs to be held 
by members more knowledgeable 
Aan I. A good line of success 
will usually breed more success. 
It is time to win and keep 
winning.
-
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Rcc. # El) Why bdong to the 
Coalition?
E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Odier comments or 
suggestions
3
CD 28 For clean air, clean wato-, and -Education for landownns on
8 the need to have a clear land use -  like MT Forest
CQ understanding of what is Üie role Stewardship workshops.
g
of each element in the natural •Encourage grassroots supported
3
CD
process before it is destroyed and watershed groups like Upper CF
we are left forever umd>le to Basin Steering Comm and BR
Tl
C
3. know what could have been. To H20 Forum
3"
CD preserve our Earth. -Encourage community coalitions
CD■D to rebuild rivers and streams
O
Q .
C
locally.
a
O
3 29 To keep informed. Maintain a common sense■D
O
approach to these matters. Do
3"
CT
• not be unduly influenced by die
CD
Q . likes of A1 Gore.
$1—H
3"
O  1 30 Water quality is my majcv •State laws
5 - 1
"O 1
environmental issue. The -Mines, pulp mill, road damage
CD 1
3
Coalition gives me a way to stry •Fish, aquatic life, maintain
c /) ' 1 
c/) in contact widt Montana. (Used native plants and fish life
o "
3 1 to live in Poison.)
31 I want to support efforts for
sound management of basin
watersheds. 1
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32 I am concerned about Ae qiitdity 
of water in the Clark Foik River 
and especially Lake Pend Oreille. 
I need Ae information provided 
by Ae Coalition and I suppoit its 
wofk.
-Stay wiA the mining issues. 
-M^taining and restoring water 
clarity-focus on industry, 
sewage, septics, agricultural 
-Stop clearcuAng which erodes 
land and mtroduces huge 
amounts of sediment to streams 
and lakes
(Owns {dace in Hope, ID) Keep 
on keeping on! Dont ever give 
up.
33 To protect Montana waters. -Dewatering
-Riparian area protection 
-Mhte waste
Sony ifs late. Was ovA of town.
34 Excellent source of issues 
information. Perfmms vital 
function as awareness nucleus.
-Hard rock mines 
-Warm springs/Silver Bow 
cleanup. Superfimd action and 
inaction.
-Public awareness of river related 
issues -  point and nonpoint 
inputs, urban sprawl
-Try for earlier mail dates ahead 
of deadline dates — I received 
this after it was due back at 
KEssoula.
-Lit^ation and scientific 
research depend on level of 
fimAng.
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c/)o"3 35 Because I fly fish most eveiy •Water quality» Blackfoot River Keep iq) Ae good woik! Check
day from July 15 through -Water quality of all the streams on logging practices m New
m October 5 on all the rivers and in the basin. Zealand. They clearcut but mustO streams in the Coalition area. -Better losing practices. replant before gmng on to the
CQ' , * next cut. They are also required
9 to plant anti-erosion bre^s and<3CD to fertilize Ae new trees.
"nc 36 To help support the need for -Forest Service and otiier
3"CD clean healthy river systems and agencies focus on water quality
” 5
3 to provide better protection for and fisheries not cmnmercial
o them aspects
c
a -Ftovide public information
§ about watershed vtdues and
: industrial inqiacts.
1
3S A basinwide voice for river -Hard rock mining, esp. Keep tq) Ae good work. Do
: healtii. Blackfoot and Rock Creek more community oiganizing in
1
ASARCO Ae lower river and L ^e Pend
i '
•Nutrient pollution, from too Oreille.
i many people
1
-Restoring water quality
standards
S
CD
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% Rcc. # El) Why belong to the E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Other commente or
3(/>'(/> Coalition? si%gestions
o '3O 39 Presewaticm Of die Blackfoot -Stop Seven Up Pete Joint
drainage fish population. Venture gold mine
o -Stop Stone Container dioxin
53. dischargeCQ •Lobby for loggii^ decrease and
I . .
sediment controls.
r 40 Indirectly fiuoi^h LPOIC, which -ASARCO's threat of an
?3. has made substantial inadequate tailings impoundment3"CD ' contributions, support water -Monitor improper logging
3■o qualify efforts which protect and practices fiiat silt fish spawning
1 enhance Lake Pend Cheille's beds
1 fisheries. -Continue to keep tabs on
3
T3 pollutes of die Clark Fork river
8  P
3" n -  it all ends up in Lake PendCT U(—H 1
CD 1
Oreille
Q . 1
(—H 1 41 -Keep toxic chemicals fi*om Husband passed away. He was
o 1c 1 rivers and streams diat flow into the letter writer and fighter for a
S  1 die lake. cause. Wflsh my husband was
i  1c/) y -Make life healdiy and safe for here for his strong comments(/) 1 
o' 1 us all. and oudook.
3  1 -Protect us firom the pollution
caused by mining, losing.
sewage qierations and road
buildii%.
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42 To suRxnt tiie CoaUtim in 
protecting our rivers and streams.
•Stop tiie gold mine at Lincoln, 
MT
•Stone Containeridimtm 
•Salvage lo^ii%, increased 
logging
Keep up Ae good woik.
43 To keep our streams and lakes at 
least as good as they are and 
improve them if possible and 
prevent pollution.
•State laws.
•Clean tqs of problem jureas.
44 Mwe people need to join and 
suppoft environmental groups to 
oppose conservative attonpts to 
destroy environment for profit.
•
45 •Seven Up mine 
•Butte tailings cleamq» 
-Stone Container
46 We want to siqtport protection of 
water quality.
•Mining activi^ 
•Effects of logging
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47
•
-Media campaigns inefifective. 
-Public education inefifective - 
preaches to those in agreement. 
-Scientific research too 
expensive for result.
-(gestion how community 
organizing would be done and 
wheAer it would be effective.
48 Coalition has a reasonable focus; 
the people who lobby and do 
tectmical research are 
knowledgeable and competent. It 
keeps its members informed of 
its actions, proposals, results. Its 
stance on mines, cattle, 
agriculture. It has a 
woik-t(^edier basis that I admire.
-Keep heap leach mines out of 
basin. Can we change 1812 
mining law?
-Find riverside ranchers who are 
doing things well & will go 
public. What does coq>erati<m 
look like?
-Is Aere a solution to Ae 
MUtown Dam?
Would it be possible to fiuid out 
why ARCO, e.g., is so adamant 
about not being responsible for 
Ae lands Aey own? If ifs a 
matter of image only, surely 
Aeir spin doctors get enough $ 
to be imaginative, well, to tell 
dififerent lies.
49 Because I care about water 
quality and habitat preservation.
-ASARCO -  Rock Creek Mine 
-Reforestation
To ^ a g e  businesses in Ae 
basin to raise money for Ae 
Coalition to pursue established 
goals.
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50 To support conservation, prevent 
Anther polluti<nt, rdiabilitate 
wh*e feasible.
-Mine tailings rehabilitation 
especially Milltown Dam 
reservoir -Water quality 
thro%%hout streams of die 
drainage
-Stone Container ponds pcdlution 
of river.
51 To help presave the environnent 
in a good state of health.
-Minimum stream flow 
-Water quality standards and 
laws 
-Mining
We are doing some good and 
this makes a big difference. 
Keep up the good work.
52 Because a clean oivironment is 
important to me.
-Seven Up Pete Jmnt Venture on 
the Blackfoot
-Continued clean up of Silver 
Bow and Upper Clark Fork 
-Lobbying to tiy to save and 
maybe strengthen environmental 
laws
•
53 Proactive oiganizatiott -Educational multimedia 
campaign widiin the region 
-Water quality standards 
-Irrigation practices
54 To hdp inotect die water quality.
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55 Help toe stoeams in toe basin. -Acid water 
-Hard rock mining 
•Logging
57 To by and be infimned. To help 
in a small way, toou^ I think 
"Vvii^ lightly" any cost more 
than it contributes.
-Direct communiy involvement 
including kid edqcation and 
programs
-Seekh% high state, fed standards 
and enforcement and holding 
proposed projects to highest 
standard
-Steady progress on dam%e 
repair of all kinds
I often feel toe CoaUdon is big 
in government issues, lawyering 
and paper making—and low in 
commmity involvement. Was 
depressed to see recent 
ASARCO action call show 8? 
persons respond. Sony to have 
to drop away myself. Cany on.
58 The Coitotion addresses issues 
important to our quality of life 
and our expertise.
-Claric Folk nutrient pollution
-Siq>eifund
•ktoiing
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o
3 1 60 Because I want my own -Get the Milltown sediment Litigadon could be a high
8 "baclyard" to be as good or problem permanent resolved. priority if specific case arises.
3 . better in the biture as it is now. -Keq* die gold mine in the lq>per
CÛ
3" I bave worked with natural Blackfoot done right or not at all.
1 resource management and -Watchdog the Noxon/Rock
CD planning most of my life. I tried Creek holding pond design. If
"nc to influence private landowners not extremely wdl done, hold up
3.
3"
CD
and users to do the best they the mining.
CD could to husband flte soil, water
■D
O and plants.
C
a  •
o 61 For all of die above questicms -Seven Up Pete
3
■D which 1 answered! 11 -Nfllltown site
O
3" -Stone Container pulp mill
O ' 1
1—H 1
CD 1 
Q. 1 62 I support enviimmenttd groups -Superflmd cleanup Try to get best Superfund
$
1—H ' 1 in general and like to belong to a -Seven Up pete and other cleanup possible. Federal law
o 1
5 - group fliat is relouai, that proposed mines changes could end effecdve
"O
CD focuses on die river drainage I -Water leasing and other changes cleanup.
3
CO live in. in water usage that could
C/)
o'
3
iitqirove instream flows
63 IVe chosen one organization to -Mining issues
siqxport. This is the most critical -Superfund
on-going issue we face. -F i^t further d^radadon
- -  ---------------------- ..
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Coalition?
E3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Other ccmunents or 
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64 It's effective. Improve water 
(pWity. Example for my 
children.
-Water laws 
-Proposed mines 
-Increased logging
Keep up the good work!
65 -Water quality restoration 
through reenactment of lost 
legislation.
-Combat new mine openings and 
clean up existing operations. 
-Combat source point pollution 
in urban and outlying areas.
Keep up toe good work!
66 I trust toe Coalition to seek toe 
knowledge of specialist to 
determine how best to keep our 
water clean.
-Use public meetings and 
conferences if th ^  are well 
attended.
-Use TV.
-I d(mt have toe knowledge to 
set priorities. Thafs why I 
depend on this oiganization to 
follow toe advice of 
environmental specialists.
69 Riparian zone habitat quality is 
something that can be managed 
using caster mushrooms! (See 
enclosed brochure.)
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70 Because âie people who work for 
them are the salt of the earth.
-Mnimizh% inqiact of growth on 
water quality and aquatic habitat. 
-Fishery restoration which 
requires riparian protection and 
restwatimL
-Mine watchdogging (old and 
new).
-Nice survey.
-Need research in order to do 
education and community 
oiganizir%.
-Small scale hydro ok as lo% as 
fish can get around..
-Waters in basin are healthy 
compared to most of world's 
waters, yet most have some 
significant problems.
71 Financially support what you are 
doing. To keep informed of 
what is happening to die CFPO 
system.
-Focus on die Blackfoot — stop 
Seven Up Pete, get total catch 
and release for entire Blackfoot 
-Educate the public on all issues 
related to how diey can make a 
difference.
-Encourage the public to write 
letters to the rig^t peqile at die 
right time.
Keep up the great efforts.
72 The Coalition is a grass roots 
effort toward water qudity issues 
in die area I live, play and work.
-Instream flow issues 
-Riparian work 
-Negotiating, not litigating.
•
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73 Keep in toudi wiâi whafs 
happening in the basin.
-Sewage treatment in^ovement 
for cities.
-If min% are ^ w e d  be sure 
diey don't hurt water quality.
.
74 As a civic duly. I also hunt and 
fish, enjoying the out of doors 
which die Coalition works to 
preserve.
75 See Bl. -Mining
-1872 mining law change 
-Supeifund clean-up
Keep up die good work!
76 Because Tm interested in 
niaintaining/improving die health 
of our aquatic ecosystems.
-Proposed McDonald 
Meadows/Ui^er Blackfoot gold 
mine
-Instream flows 
-Development that can impact 
aquatic ecosystems.
-Another issue — riparian grazing
Thanks!
77 To help improve the water 
qualiQf of the Clark Fork 
dndnige, plus all of our other 
water systems naticoially and 
internationally.
-Upper Claik Fork 
-expose mining in die basin 
-Stone
-Logging new streams
Keep up die good woik!
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78 I believe in their aims. -Stopping the mine in Lincoln.
79 It's the (mly oiganization wholly 
dedicated to preseivii^ the 
integrity of local fresh water.
•Blackfoot mine 
-State water quality legislation 
-Ally with local Chamber types 
about economic sig. of clean 
river based recreation.
The 90s is die era of cost-benefit 
analysis. Mfiiout our rivers this 
place is a deseit-ecolo^cally, 
recreationally, economically. 
Lousy water=lousy economy. 
Republicans don't initially 
bdieve that, but thqr can come 
to understand it.
80 To stay infotmed on quality of 
life issues of which water quality 
ranks highly. My family fishes, 
hikes, floats, etc. We place 
priority on outdoor recreation.
-Mining pressures 
-Logging practices 
-Stream flow levels (guarantee 
minimum flows)
Our geographic region is 
certainly resource and recreation 
based. This type of economy 
needs an appropriate balance of 
the two. This issue needs careful 
and tactful consideration. 
Degradation of our recreation 
resources needs to be policed 
jqipropriately.
81 Admired stand of Peter NeOson. -Reduce loggti%
-Suspend mimng and prohibit 
heiq> leach
•Maintain minimum flows
Good questionnaire. Good luck!
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3CD 82 We want to hdp maintain toe ^Proposed McDonald project on Thank you for all your fine
8 health of toe Cla* Foric - Pend Blackfoot efforts.
ci- Oreille basin waters. -Keep all waters as natur al and3" as healthy as possible
i  “3 -Clean up Omk Foric andCD Blackfoot.
"nc3.3" 84 To support efforte to imi»ove Soote of toe so-called sewageCD water qoali^ in toe Clato Foik systems in tois lake are notCD■D River and also Lake Fend p^operiy installed and are
OQ.C Oreille. An oiganization such as < running nearly raw sewage intoao" this can do much better toan toe lake, i.e., Bottle Bay and3"O3 individual effcnt. Oaifield Bay.3"CT1—H 85 Because water is essential to life -ASARCO/Rock Creek -Use all forms of mediaCDQ. &  if we dont get it right here in -Educate toe public as widely as including TV and radio to reach
1—H3" - the northwest toe rest of toe possible on your selected issues. wide audience.OC_ worid doesn't stand a chance. -Target new residents and -Don't try and do it all"OCDq Mistakes of toe past must not be developers and show how they yourselves 1 Cooperate wito otoer
3 repeated. I am concerned about can minimize impact before they groups and wito specialistsw5'3 the ASARCO mine. The group do it. wherever possible. Thank yout
must continue to work wito
1
Stone and educate new residents.
86 To keep informed. To encourage
L _ its policies.
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88 I use the resource, I value Ae 
resource, sometimes I even sell 
the resource. It is important in 
all aspects of my life.
-Protect aquatic life from results 
of timber harvests and mining. 
•Reinstate federal and state laws 
to protect water and avoid Anther 
degradation.
-Woficing widi city and county 
governments on lower nutrient 
leyds, treatment systems like 
Deer Lodge.
Publish test results of all waters 
from Silver Bow Creek to Clark 
Fork below Frenchtown.
89 Coalition gives effective voice to 
water quality concerns.
-Check mine, logging, and 
people pollution of watershed.
90 To do what I can to help restwe 
and preserve western Montana 
environment
-Prevent mine expansion or new 
development.
-Stop Stone Omtainer from 
chlorine use.
•See that ARCO conqdetes 
needed restoration.
91 Believe in the mission of tfie 
Coalition.
-Hard rock mining on Blackfoot 
•Maintain adequate instream 
flows.
-Acid drain%e.
•
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92 I believe that water will become 
a huge political iwue faiily soon 
and want to see Aat the liver 
basin wins -  not the exploiters 
and developers.
-State laws and enfcHcem^t 
diereof.
-I diink media cov*age and 
short, clear, easy to read 
publications are critical.
-Peofde take water for granted in 
^ s  country and we are 
struggling against people with 
profit motives.
95 We must value our resources 
above money. Tm convinced we 
must maintain quality.
-Prevent Seven-Up Pete Joint 
mine
-Fight the lowered water quality 
standards
-Prevent die public from being 
deceived by ads and canqiaigns 
of industiy groiqis for mining, 
logging.
Please keep it up. Also, get 
Robert Redford to do a special 
on die Seven-Up Pete mine and 
what it would/could do to the 
Blackfoot.
96 Support die Coalition effort to 
protect high quality waters and to 
improve quality in degraded 
water.
-Demand a real cleanup of the 
Clark Fork mine tailings 
including Milltown reservoir 
-Stop the proposed mine near 
Lincoln'
-Reduce nutrient loading in the 
Clark Fork
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3
O 97 A healthy river is essential to a -Mining (Siqrerfond) Whatever happened to citizen
CD healthy communia. A belief -Sew%e treatment monitoring of die Clark Fork?
O that rivers should not be "worse •Lobbying — laws When a citizen goes to the river
(O' ofiT because of human intrusion. mid tests something he/she
o bonds with it and develops
3
CD
ownerships and is more likely to
"n défendit Thank you!c3.
3"
CD
100 I dont -Mining (SuperAmd) Upper Clark Fork and Blackfoot
O -Sewage treatment are not at all healthy.
"O
O
Q.
-Lobbying -  laws
Ca
O 101 We live on the CSaik Foric river.
i 102 Concern for Pend Oreille Lake as -Those which most affect basin- •Insist that the US Geological
CT well as tributary streams. wide water quality. Survey release their stu(fy of
CD
Q. water quality in Lake Fend I
$  
1—H
3"
Oreille very soon. USGS should 1
O
C_ hold a public meeting to deliver I
"O
CD results. Further delay for
3
(/) internal agency review is not(/)o' justified.
-"Health" is a very subjective
term.
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103 To do what I can to jnotect this 
natural ecol<%y. To not let the 
almighty American buck run 
rough-shod over mama nature.
-Keep after the state of MT and 
their tendency to let ruining and 
timber do as they please.
-Insist what damage already done 
is "Exed" as best it can be. 
-Come up with practical policies 
to protect what we have in the 
face of pop' growth or industry 
pressure.
Am proud to be a member — 
though I don't participate in 
much actively. Appreciate how 
well you keep us up to date on 
issues and infiumation.
104 Because the Coalition is a good 
source of information and is a 
good, strong voice of the river. I 
want to get even more involved, 
perhaps serve on die board when 
I return to hÆssoulà next year.
-Silver Bow Creek total and 
unconqiromising cleanup 
•No gold mine in die headwaters 
of die Blackfoot 
•Prove that Stone Container is 
discharging dioxin. Analyze fat 
in fish downstream fish as. 
Lewiston ID
-The thing diat has always 
in ^ssed  me about the 
Coalition has always been its 
commitment to sound science. 
Please continue.
-Has Stone dioxin emission been 
proven? Where are the studies 
that document this? I am very 
interested in reading these 
studies.
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f Because I wanted to help. I have 
limited money but time, however 
1 am a part-time resident. I was 
raised on a lake in S. CA and 
hiked much of the Sierras. Tliis 
is a beautiful place and I hate to 
see it degraded as where I was 
raised.
-Milling 
-Sewer systems 
•Careful logging 
-Also industrial waste.
-Pop. growth is hard to control. 
-What else could Stone do 
(besides chlorine bleaching)? 
-Rated waters not veiy healfliy 
because of lack of sewers 
around the lake.
-The Superfund clean-up has not 
woiked. Perhaps we should 
enforce cleanup from this date 
forward -  and cut out paper 
work and high salaries of the 
EPA of flie past 15-20 years.
107 To keep abreast of what is 
h^pening and help when I can.
-Watchdog minii% proposals. 
•Nutrient pollution from 
development.
-Lobby government agencies to 
control minii% regulations.
108 To support an oiganization 
actively involved in local 
environmental issues.
-Monitor and fight road building, 
logging, and grazing in riparian 
areas.
-Work to rebuild spawning areas 
and streams previously destroyed 
-Continue to fight future 
d^ading mining operations.
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109 To support the potechm* of 
water qualiQr in the basin.
•Nfines
-Septic problems in Lake and 
livers
•Hsh habitat
110 Useful groiq) in area we visit. -Minify
-Dewatering/agricultural 
destruction of stream banks 
-Logging practices which cause 
siltation and high snow runoff
111 To hdp fight agricultural abuse 
and logging/mining degradation 
of streams. .
112
•
New constniction near lakes and 
rivas should not be visible fi-om 
the water. Tlie aesdietic values 
of our waters should be 
preserved in their most natural 
state. Canoeing on die 
Bitterroot is getting more like 
driving down a street in 
suburbia.
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5'3O 113 -Developittg sewage treatment I think the Coalition spends too
3 systems in basin. much time and effort on theCD
8 -Timber-related roads, mining issue. 1 feel that mining
sediment is a much less serious Areat
(O'3" -Agiiculture-related -  sediment, than oAer issues.
i nutrients.
CD
114 We love ttie Flaâiead and -Changes in water quality laws.
?
3. • Blackfoot and Clark Foik -Minify and other pollutant3"CD Rivers! 1 runoff.
O"O -Stuifying recreational value ofOQ. clean waters to promote
a lawmaker interest in clean
§
■D water/state economy.O3"
CT 115 For ite work to numitm* the •Effects of developmmt and I a tte s t someone research Ae
CDQ. waters diât wildlife and people pro-active woik with Plannii% connection between cancer in
1—H need. Offices that review subdivisions. the Missoula Valley and Ae
Oc -Political lobbying to change chemicals and heavy metals in
i 1872 mining law and strengthen Ae fivers. St. Pat's hospital has a
1 water protection. library for stats. Molly Galusha(/)
o' -Education of public on how is locking into this, needs help.
rivers riincticm and how essential Many young people have cancer.
they are to our survival. Make Ae connection and force
clean in>.
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si^gestions
1—H
3"CD 116 To keep up with issues diat -Mnh% I think the Coalition should
8
" O
affect water and help when -Water flows in streams focus on a few key issues for
CQ- possible. -Streamside and riparian emphasis and develop more
3"
O ■ protection and rehabilitation cooperation with other interested
i environment grmips.
■n 117 To support die health and vitality -ARCO/Superfund cleanup Great job--keep up tiie good
of die river ecosystem which is -Education the public - gaining work. Attempt to get free press
: crucial to the overall well-bdng more support from individuals, by notifying tiie Missoulian and
" O
o
of this area and the quality of groups, policy makers other papers and the TV and
Q.
C
o
life we enjoy here. -Fighting uimecessaiy and radio stations about river-related
o"
3
unwise development alm% the events.
" O rivers and streams of the
3" 1
o ; ecMystem
CD
Q.
$ 118 Focus on water quality, as best -Mining impacts induding1—H I 
3"O indicator of watershed health. new/proposed and drainage from
5 - Effective because cooperative old -Buffer zones along
%
3 and credible. stream/lake shores
3C/)'C/) -Stone Container bleaching
o  1
3
| l l 9 We believe the Coalition -Healthy balance of aquatic Keep up tiie good work.
promotes the health of the wildlife.
ecosystem in our area. -Prevention of "over
develqmient."
-Expose and arrest corporate
pollution.
■ ■ ' ■ 1 (
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120
■
-Growtii and devdopment. 
-Sewage systems degraÆng 
water.
-Use of Clark Fork River for any 
degradation from wastes of 
industry and population growth.
121 To protect tiie rivers. -Cleaning up tiie Clark Fork 
-Stqipirig logging and mining
122
.
Need group action to ward ofif 
threats to health of tiie water 
systems.
-Acid pollution from mines 
-Pulp mill at Missoula. 
-Future mining attendus by 
ASARCO, etc.
Keep at it.
1 123 Support efforts to protect Lake 
Pend Oreille.
-Stop mine pollution.
-Woik for improvir% sewer 
systems.
-Stop all river and stream 
pollution.
Own property on Pend Oreille.
124 By nature, a conservationist -Clean minir% or none. 
-Industrial pollution. 
-Proper sewage disposal.
I 125 Help make the rivors better for 
fly fishing.
-Pollution
-Logging
-kfining
' ■ ...... t  »
::o
CD■o
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%- Rec. # El) Why belong to tfw £3) Issues in next 3-5 years. E4) Otoer comments or
o
=3 Coalition? suggestions
= 7
CD 126 Because I think it is an effective -Defisat or constrain Sev«ti-Up Continue to seek more
8 watch dog over the Qaik Pete mine. ctmununity involvement and
5
eg- ForiC'Pend Oreille river system -Uppo' Clark Fork cleaniq» stqjpoit. Blow the whistle eveng water quality, accomplished with -Restoration of strict Montana louder on the 7-Up Pete mine
i
=3 a small budget. state water quality laws and threat and its potential impact on
CDn regulatimts. toe Blackfoot River.
"nc
3.
= 7 127 It is a force for protectii^ a -Seven Up Pete mine!
CD valuable resource. -Montana le^Iative process -
CD restore good protective laws
Q.c -Document cases that
Q.
o ' demonstrate need for better water
"O
3 quality protection.
§-
c r«—H 129 My wife and I have reached a Being fî om another state, I'm
& time where our children are on not really sure of all toe issues.
<«—H
= 7 their own and we have the However, activities such as
Oc money to travel to fly flsh. mining can lead to rapid.
%
q 1 What good is the money if die - nonreversible destnicticni. InB ü fly fishing areas of flie worid / contrast, good laws can
i  1 have been d^troyed? We worked minimize effects of population
30+ years to rea^ this time and growth more easily.
don't want to lose the
opportunity.
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130
....
I do believe I got a 
cotrqplimentaiy membncship for 
donating a 6*pack of home 
brews. But - 1 also believe that 
we need an tnganization diat can 
act as an effective watchd(% to 
protect die fragile waters of the 
Clatk Folk basin.
-Cletnly die Blackfoot mine -  
stoppii% die mine 
•Restoring effective water qudity 
laws and r^ul^ons 
-EHoxin fi-om Stone
What a great survey -  who put 
it together?
131 Believe in keeping Lake dean.
132 Organization seems dedicated to 
basing decisions on sound 
science. Isn’t hysterical or hying 
to paint a one-sided picture. I 
need to know the opposition's 
side before I can aigue 
effectively.
-Dewatering problem will 
increase as land is chopped up 
each w/water rights and trout 
ponds.
•Irrigation ditches need 
monitoring devices at a 
minimum.
Not healdiy rating based on 
dewatering in Bitteiroot and 
tributaries.
133 To lobby for good water 
conservation practices.
-Dewateiing of livas 
•Add mine contamination 
-Home development of riparian 
areas
S
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,
E4) Oflio* comments or 
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c/)
c/)
o "
3 134 Believe that quality water and -Cleanup Keep up the good work.
O optimum stream flow is flie life -Education
3
CD blood of any river system. -Accept nofliing less flian high
8
TD
quality and use of river and
CQ' stream systems and watersheds.
3 "
i 135 I agree wifli you on fliese •Stopping mining Lnfomiing flie public of what's
3
CD important water quality issues. I •Regulate irrigation rights happening to our rivers is
"n applaud all of your efforte. I tike -Logging issues essential. I have years of
3 -
3 " being informed experience in mariceting and
would help if you need me. The
■o
o
media allows fliousands of
Q .
c people to"know."! We need to
S -
o "
3
infcuin the masses.
"O
O
3 " 136 Protect and enhance flie quality -Clark Fork Siqioflind Don't lose focus on woricing
CT1—H of flie Blackfoot and Claric Foric. -Seven Up Pete ' with oflier users and polluters to
Q .
$
-Upper Blackfoot mini% cleanup achieve compromise.
1—H 1
3 " 1 
O  1
5 - 137 (^lality of watw is vital to life. -I support you to decide! -Many waters in the basin are
"O  1
CD 1 threatened
3
c/) 1
-I siqipoit you to decide what
c/) I 
3  1 issues are most important towmk on. Choose what can be
most effectively changed in
present political/economic
realities.
iO
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Coalition?
£3) Issues in next 3-S years. E4) Other comments or 
si%gestions
5'3O 138 The Coalition iq>pean to be an -Control of mine and mine waste
3 active and effective organization discharge.
8 for promoting the protecticm and -Reduce the number of and
3. improvement of stream water negative impacts of loggingCQ3" quality and habitat in the basin. roads.
i -Stop stream dewateiing.
CD
139 I believe that water quality is a -ASARCO (AssARCO)
?3. leading indicator of -Dioxins3"
CD environmental health, and none -Sewage
3"O of us can live widiout an •
oQ.C environment.a
o3 140 Great window sticker -  just -Superfund (is aqybotty else Focus on grassroots oiganizii%
■DO kidding...Basin wide approach, watching) and education, and watchdog
3"
o; grass roots. -Mining and timber review and comment Make it
CD
Q. -Fish (still a good indicator of known on eveiy paper you use
$ 1—H healdi...maybe start the FISH AS and mail that it is rwycled and
1 CANARIES program) die post-consumer waste content.
Avoid litigation unless budget
1
grows to afford its higli costs.
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141 I support most organizations (in 
spirit) working towards a more 
peaceful relationship between 
humanity and our environment.
"Campaigns diat remind 
visitors/new residents/old timers 
about the environment.
Our land will not stand to 
continuous exploitation and 
increasing population. Even 
though policy makers and 
politicians are important to 
keeping standards high, I think 
the general publictyoung 
(influenceable) people are 
important to ediKate.
1 142 We need protection for our 
water.
"Stop Seven Up Pete mine in 
upper Blackfoot.
•Continue cleanup of mine 
wastes in the Clark Fork.
"Push legislation to protect and 
improve water resources.
143 To do what I can to help protect 
the Earth.
We have to stop ASARCO at all 
costs.
145 To be informed on the 
environmental issues regarding 
Lake Pend Oreille and tfie Cladi 
Fork River. Also to give support 
to your very fine efforts.
-The proposed ASARCO mine 
with a tailing dump next to the 
fiver cannot be permitted 
-The cleanup of existing toxic 
waste heaps like Silver Bow 
Creek.
"Lo^ii% practices.
There's a petition regarding 
ASARCO. Why not sent copies 
out to your members to collect 
signatures? Give a date for 
return with an address.We all 
need to work hard on this 
project.
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146 To support its effînts toward its 
goals.
-Opposing ASARCO's Rock 
Creek mine
-Cleanup of existing Superfund 
sites. -Maintaining sufficient 
stream flows fw flsh and 
wildlife.
Change my address! New 
address William Steele 
Department of Geology MS-70 
EWU Cheney, WA 99004
147 To support a healthy Clark 
Fork-Pend Oreille river system.
-Federal and state water quality 
laws, regulations, enforcement 
-Seven Up Pete jdnt venture 
-Subdivision/corridor issues
Keqi up Ae good Wmk!
148 I am concerned for the Cliuk 
Fork and Lake Fend Oreille.
9
-Officers must learn about fire 
ecology and promote proper 
forest management.
-Need for adequate sewering of 
communities near rrvers, lakes 
and streams, and of course THE 
lake
-Ke^ up current efforts to 
keep...
Forest mgmt essential to protect 
watersheds, oAerwise produce 
dead &  down Aels which decay 
slowly. These Aels wül bum 
explosively when wind & 
weaAer conditions are right. 
Result=removal of all shade, 
increased water yields and 
excessive erosion. Think 
management!
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149 First because I believe in 
democracy, and tfie Coalition 
provides the noncorporate citizen 
with stan(&% and gives voice to 
citizenship concerns and interest. 
Because tfie Coalition has an 
agenda that is focused yet 
inclusive.
-Mining on tiibutarie$ and Clark 
Fork
-Land use throughout basin. 
-Protecting baste constitutional 
rights to non-degradaUe water.
Dont fear being aggressive.
The Coalition will always be too 
pushy for those who feel their 
interests are Areatened. Being 
Mr./Ms. nice person doesn't 
attract fdks or mobilize Aem on 
issues.
150 Concern for die Chut Fork river 
healdi and fishery.
-Continued cleam^ at u | ^  
dark Fork (Superfimd site and 
hfiUtown)
-Oppose Seven Up Pete Joint 
Venture
-Scune controls on real estate 
development along banks of 
Blackfoot and Clark Fork
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152 Originally to protect fishery, now 
realize critical role ki ecosystem. 
Focusing on issues important, but 
how to educate adults who live 
near water and dent care. Good 
pamphlet years ago by Coalition 
explaining whatdififerent actions 
do to ecosystem. (See survey for 
more)
-Helping keep water quality 
standards at least where titQf are 
now if not improved 
-Water degradation through 
polluting/logging
The Coalition's work is 
extraordinary. You are 
attemptir^ to save something 
decades befine most would. It's 
too late for other communities 
but not fw us. (See survey for 
more)
153 Clean water
154 I use the Clark Fork River and 
would like to see it restored to a 
more pristine state.
-Water quality in the whole 
basin. Destruction of rivers and 
aquifers costii more in long run.
Keep leaning on government 
agencies that don't do tiieir job.
H . The Coalition acts responsiUy 
and efifectively. I believe it 
evaluates problems carefiiUy and 
expertiy.
-Superfiind clemnq)
-Nfeies in i^per Blackfoot 
-Maintaining dean aquifers
-Do what you can do well witii 
your resources.
-All proWems are important to 
me, I trust the Coalition to 
prioritize.
-Not all criteria for healtii have 
to apply to every water with 
same importance.
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o"
3
O 156 Is a "main player" in Ae effort to -Stop proposed gold mine m Put forth maximum effort in
5 protect Ae watershed, water upper Blackfoot stopping Ae proposed gold mine
8 quality, water quantity, etc. of -Clean up Ae upper Clark Fork m Ae headwaters of the 1
thebasm. Keep up Ae good -  18,000 acres of mine waste, Blackfoot River.
CQ
3" work! Butte downstream to Mlltown
1 -Dewjdering of rivers and
CD streams in Ae Basin. Must
"n
c
' insure instream flow.
3"
CD 157 We are not very active Aerefore -Cleanup of Mlltown Dam
3
"O we need to siq>port oAers who •Attempt to rdnforce water
o
Q.
C
are willing to work on Ae issues quality standards
a
o of water quality •Educate to decrease
3
■D anti-environmental feelings
O
3" which are threatening healAy
CT1—H
CD
rivers, lakes, etc.
$ 1—H
3" 158 To add my voice to Aose who •Reduction of upstream .
O
C_ want to maintain or improve the pollutants
"O
CD water of Lake Pend Oieille. -hnpfovement of shoreline
3
c/) ' conAtions (sewage, etc)
c/)
o'
3
•Fish and i^dlife
$
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Coalition?
£3) Issues in next 3-S years. E4) Otiier commenhi or 
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O
3 159 It represents our interests -Lobby state legislature Continue a strong intern
O -Review HS, EA and respond to po^pam. Maintain rapport witii
CD state agencies positions UM faculty base.
O
S -Continue a strrmg clear
C Q '
3"
newsletter
E 160 To increase water quality in Lake -Curbing pollution at its greatest -Lived 7 years on Fend Oreille,
Q Pend Oreille. source i.e. Frenchtown mill properly owner in family SO
"n
c -Raising public awareness of years.
3 .
3"
CD violators -Lake is not healthy because
CD -Working witii state and federal algae abounds.
■ D
O
Q.
agencies to shqp pollitiion
C
a  '
3  1
161 Love the r%ion it protects.
" O  1 
O  1 162 Because of my concern for the -ASARCO and Rock Creek mine
1—H 1 water quality in the basin and my -Stone Container’s water
CD
Q.
<
environment. To help pay degradation
1—H
3" attention to other interests that •Reversing tiie state's lowering of
O
C_ are hying to degrade the water water quali^ standards
1
quality for their own profits.
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164 To support efforts to clean up 
and maintain healthy waterways 
in the region. To educate 
community about importance of 
water quality and how to 
preserve a high standard for 
Montana and surrounding region.
-Gold minify in Lincoln area. 
-Weakened state/federal laws that 
provide a channel to lower water 
quality.
-Stockpile $ and support for 
court batde over goldmine in 
Blackfoot.
You are doing more than a great 
job! Keep up your energy 
level... Get every 
environmental group in the 
country behind your group and 
informed about the Blackfoot 
mine.
165 Because I feel it will work hard 
on stopping the mine. Because it 
will continue to monitor all 
possible threats to die 
Yellowstone area including air 
quality, water quality, wildlife 
habitat, and any threats to 
thermal features.
•Remove tailings deposits from 
locations where they wash into 
the drainage causii^ fish kills. 
-ARCO needs to frdfill its 
responsibility.
Litigation in coalition with other 
organizations.
166 For minor support. -Sttgr the course countering 
industry and development.
You're sending out more 
paperwork, I hope these surveys 
help conservation. I would 
rather see money spent on 
cleaning up rivers.
167 Because the Coalition's purpose 
is to protect and restore water 
qualiQr in die basin.
-Concentrate on really cleaning 
up the Clark Fork trouble spots, 
Butte/Anaconda and Milltown. 
-Blackfoot drainage next.
"".................... u
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1 168 The river needs a voice against -Lobby state and federal I joined the Coalition because I
destructive forces of industry and legislators to strengUien water fish the Clark Fork. I live in1 legislation. Water is the basis of quality standards Libby and travel throu^ N.
s life. Native Montanan and have -Remove all contaminated mine Idaho and am pleased that the
(O'3" witnessed many major changes, wastes from Silver Bow Creek. Coalition's effoit has gready
i some good, others not good. I -Push for tougher mining laws, enhanced die water quality of3CD am proud to be a member of the make it unprofitable for mining Lake Pend Oreille and the river.
"n Coalition. companies to pollute and degrade (Laid off millwotker, October
3-3"CD 1993)
CD■D 169 It is a lasting activist group. -Mining
âc -Mills/contaminantsa
o3 170 We believe it to be -Mines Your mmlir%s should be more■DO conqirehensive, effective, and not -State water quality legislation timely. We've received some3"CT(—H overly radical. -Superfimd cleanup after the fact.CDQ.
$ 171 Ill probably alwtQ's be a -Public education, esp. things Coalition has become
3"O member. I want to support a that are easy and fim low-profile, more narrowly
"O group drat is efifective-as long as -Superfimd focused, less of a coalition.CD
3 the Coalition is effective, 111 be a -Nutrients These are nustakes. Speak out(/)■(/) - member. -Instream flows. as a voice of audioiity for the
o"3 -Also growth (habitat effects too) fiver.
and groundwater.
<D
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3
CD 172 Tm really concerned about our -ASARCO mme
8 environment — we only have x- -Pulp mill .
CQ-
amount of air and x-amount of -Logging operations that affect
3" water on this planet and we must the fiver
i t^ e  care of it  We really are on
m a spaceship! 11
"nc
3 .
3"
174 I*m an adopted son of Montana. Keep the faith -  and the
CD Graduated U/Montana in 1964. "pressure" on.
CD
■Dg Visit frequently. Both wife/self
Q.
C are impressed with Missoula as a
a
O real town with real people. As
■o opposed to Ketchum fwo
3" example. Vacation on Rock
<—H Creek »  my idea of die 'last best
Q .
g place." Hope my contribution
3
O helps you do the good work you
■O
CD
strive to accomplish.
i
C/) 175 Would like to help Montana keep -Keep Rock Creek (near Fight for more wilderness areas.
5 '
3 its water pristine, unlike New Missoula) as pristine as possible
Jersey has done. -Blackfoot mine and logging
issues
-Ihgher water quality in Upper
Claik Folk
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176 My current line of employ 
doesn^ lend itself to an activist 
lifestyle. By making small 
contribution as past of your 
readership I can be kept up to 
date on issues, and am constandy 
reassured that you're doing the 
work I would otherwise be 
doing.
•
•litigation works because ta d  
gi^s" hate pubticity.
-Suggested change to goal 
statement about dams — Dams 
should be blown up and dredged 
out.
-Population growth is #1 
problem, but it can't be helped.
177 Because I'm extranely interested 
in our total universal 
environment. The Condition is an 
attempt to keep our immediate 
surroundings healthy for 
eveiydung, something diat I must 
be a part of.
•
Thank you all for your loyalty 
to our environment. Keep up 
the good work.
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178 I tiy to join any oiganization that 
attempts to protect and improve 
the natural world and recognizes 
that in an ’̂industrial’* age die 
sensible stewardship of diis 
planet that tends to "slow" the 
earth’s destruction is an essentid 
part of hrnnanity. I Wso love to 
fish!
•
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179 To stem âie tide of shqndity and 
wroi% blinking I am becomii% 
increasingly aware of — 
especially living in a large urban 
area — Minneapolis, and being 
exposed to die multimedia 
constant bombardment of 
anti-environmental profiteering 
and property rights exponents I 
see and hear every day. There
are some potaitially__
legislation -  nationally and 
locally, MT and MN -  being 
proposed by Congress. If s a big 
business payback for election 
funding. People want simple 
answers. Hiere are no simple 
painless answers. Ifs time to 
draw die line and not move 
backward.
-Laws
-Enforcement 
-Instream flow 
•Public education on issues
E4) Odier comments or 
suggestions
I wish I did. Keep up the good 
work. I will support you 
however I can from Minnesota. 
We frice many of the same 
problems you do.
Sorry I'm late -  been busy and 
gone a lot. Semper Fil
On the priorities for restoration, 
there are very small degrees of 
inqmitance between these 
problems. ObMously instream 
flow and industrial pollution are 
very important. The other three 
perhaps not as much so.
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suggestions
180 1 used to have a direct interest in 
l^ke Pend Oreille. Now, I care 
primarily about the rivers that 
run through the heart of my city.
-7 Up Pete 
-Milltown
-Water flow, watar rights
As a member of the Grewiough 
Park Advisory Committee, I am 
amazed by our experience 
involving high school seniors in 
our restoration ecology projecte. 
They are receptive, eager, and 
wmt a way to be involved.
douldnt rank health of waters -  
It depends on which section. 
They are not in the same 
condition.
181 I support the Coalition because I 
believe its core members are 
informed, thinking, assertive 
people who are interested in the 
general welfare of die population. 
Pm sorry not to be more active 
and better informed myself but I 
just dont seem to have the 
combination of characteristics 
that make up that kind of person.
Pm sorry this questionnaire was 
laid aside, but I never do well 
on questionnaires. I always run 
into questions and uncertainties 
about die intent of questions and 
die inteipretations of responses.
I wish you well in your good 
work!
Protect and restore the basin.
é
Priorities for restoration tough to 
rank-all importmt.
8
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CD 183 Something must be done to stop -Water degradation fixml mining Emphasize long-range goals,
8 degrading our environment -fiom logging especially efifecte on our
ci-
Tomorrow will come and we fiom agriculture children.
3" must Aink of something more
$
3 than quick profite.
"n 184 You do excellent wcnk as an -Inform the public
3-
3" informative group and as an -Watch the corporations and
CD environmental watchd(% Aat lawmakers
CD
"O keeps Ae govt r^ . agencies and -Woik mA Ae researchers to
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Appendix F: Additional information about responses to question E2 about 
strategies for future action
E2) As the Coalition works on issues in the future, we could rely on a 
variety of strategies to achieve our goals. Please indicate whether 
you think that the following types of action should t)e of high, medium, 
low, or no priority.
Strategy
High
priority
Medium
priority
Low
priority
No 1 
priority
Community organizing 94 52 17 1
Media campaigns 81 70 •15
Education through public meetings and 
conferences 79 71 17
1 Publications 46 24 93
Education through school programs 101 55 13
Litigation 72 44 33 3 1
Lobbying local and state governments 124 35 10
Beirtg involved in election campaigns 59 52 43 10
I Sdentific research 94 42 27 4
I Technical review and comment to state agencies 133 35 4 2
1 Policy research 43 62 39 3
105
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Responses in (he “other" category:
In Montana, we must be sure that Montanans can rely on research; it 
must be hard, thorough, complete, and long-term.
Common sense programs. Do not target the children.
• Securing big money through outside funding, grants, etc.
Very hard to reach offenders. Get people to read, attend meetings, 
and vote. We all have less money—state, federal, and retired. All of 
the above strategies require intern and money.
Networking with other similar groups in the region.
Wofidng with other users/polluters to achieve compromises.
Do whafs most effective on a given issue.
Use of Internet to educate the public (if not already done).
Public education—Rubber chicken circuit/Water Festival/Take 
advantage of media opportunities/do river cleanups/storm drain 
stenciling.
Do things that are easy and fun for people to be involved in-like 
cleanups, water festival, music festival, local potlucks, meetings, etc. 
Mediating with opposing groups.
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Appendix G: Responses to question E3, organized by issue area 
E3) The CoalKton could focus on many issues as it works to protect and 
restore water quality in the Clark Fork-Pend Oreille basin. What three 
issues or projects do you think the Coalition should focus on in the 
next 3-6 years?
(Several broad categories are used here to group the responses given 
to this question.)
Mlidng
-Mining
-Protection from new mining activities 
-Mining practices
-New mining abuses that could affect water quality
-Old or existing mining and wastes or businesses that affect water
quality
•Mines
-Stay with the mining issues.
-Mine waste 
-Hard rock niines
-Hard rock mining, esp. Blackfoot and Rock Creek ASARCO 
-Mining activity
-Keep heap leach mines out of basin. Can we change 1872 mining
107
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law?
•Mining 
-Acid water 
-Hard rock mining 
-Mining 
-Mining issues 
•Proposed mines
-Combat new mine openings and clean up existing operations.
-Mine watchdogging (old and new).
4f mines are allowed be sure they don't hurt water quality.
-Mining
•1872 mining law change 
•Oppose mining in the basin 
-Mining pressures
•Suspend mining and prohibit heap leach
•Protect aquatic life from results of timber harvests and mining.
•Prevent mine expansion or new development.
•Acid drainage.
•Mining (Superfund)
•Mining (Superfund)
•Mining
•Continue to fight future degrading mining operations.
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•Mines
•Mining
•Mining
•Mining impacts including new/proposed and drainage from old mines 
•Stopping logging and mining 
-Add pollution from mines 
•Stop mine pollution.
•Clean mining or none.
-Mining
-Acid rmne contamination
-Stopping mining
-Upper Blaclcfoot mining cleanup
-Control of mine and mine waste discharge.
-Mining and timber
-Mining on tributaries and Clark Fork
-Mines in upper Blackfoot
-Mining
-Mines
-Wlater degradation from mining
SupeiAmd remediation
-Push for well-coordinated remediation plan for all Superfund sites in
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the basin
-Conclusion to Superfund cleanup decisions in best interests of 
watershed and all its users 
-Superfund cleanup of headwaters
-Warm springs/Silver Bow cleanup. Superfund action and inaction.
-Butte tailings cleanup
-Is there a solution to the Milltown Dam?
-Mine tailings rehabilitation especially Milltown Dam reservoir 
-Continued clean up of Silver Bow and Upper Clark Fork 
-Superfund
•Get the Milttown sediment problem permanently resolved.
•Milltown site 
-Superfund cleanup 
-Superfund 
-Superfund clean-up 
-Upper Clark Fork
-See that ARCO completes needed restoration.
-Demand a real cleanup of the Clark Fork mine tailings including 
Milttown reservoir
-Silver Bow Creek total and uncompromising cleanup 
-Watchdog mining proposals.
-Mining and other pollutant runoff.
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-ARCO/Superfund cleanup
•Upper Clark Fork cleanup
-Clark Fork Superfund
-Superfund (Is anybody else watching)
•Continue cleanup of mine wastes in the Clark Fork.
•The cleanup of existing toxic waste heaps like Silver Bow Creek. 
•Cleanup of existing Superfund sites.
•Continued cleanup at upper Clark Fork (Superfund site and Milltown) 
•Superfund cleanup
-Clean up the upper Clark Fork — 18,000 acres of mine waste, Butte
downstream to Mllltovm
-Cleanup of Milltown Dam
•ARCO needs to fulfill Its responsibility.
•Remove tailings deposits from locations where they wash into the 
drainage causing fish kills.
-Concentrate on really cleaning up the Clark Fork trouble spots, 
Butte/Anaconda and Milltown.
•Remove all contaminated mine wastes from Silver Bow Creek.
•Superfund cleanup
•Superfund
AAilltown
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General river and tributary cleanup 
-Clean up Clark Fork River 
•Protection 
•Restoration 
-Enhancement 
-Improve water quality 
•General improvement of tributaries 
Maintain water quality of the Clark Fork River 
•Maintaining what we have.
-Maintaining and restoring water clarity-4ocus on industry, sewage,
septrcs, agricultural
•Water quality, Blackfoot River
•Water quality of all the streams in the basin.
•Continue to keep tabs on polluters of the Clark Fork river — it all ends 
up in Lake Pend Oreille 
> -Protect us from the pollution caused by mining, logging, sewage 
operations and road building.
•Clean up of problem areas.
•Water quality throughout streams of the drainage 
-Steady progress on damage repair of all kinds 
-Fight further degradation
-Combat source point pollution in urban and outlying areas.
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-Focus on the Blackfoot — stop Seven Up Pete, get total catch and 
release for entire Blackfoot
-Keep all waters as natural and as healthy as possible 
-Clean up Clark Fork and Blackfoot.
-Check mine, logging, and people pollution of watershed.
-Insist what damage already done is "fixed" as best it can be.
-Use of Clark Fork River for any degradation from wastes of industry 
and population growth.
-Cleaning up the Clark Fork 
•Stop all river and stream pollution.
-Pollution
-Accept nothing less than high quality and use of river and stream 
systems and watersheds.
-Clean up
-Water quality in the whole basin. Destruction of rivers and aquifers 
costs more in long run.
-Reduction of upstream pollutants 
-Blackfoot drainage next.
-Keep Rock Creek (near Missoula) as pristine as possible 
-Higher water quality in upper Clark Fork 
-Water degradation from agriculture
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Seven-Up Pete Mine
-Stop Seven Up Pete Joint venture mine on the Blackfoot 
-Gold mine on the Blackfoot
^Absolute safeguards vs. future pollution of Blackfoot by 
proposed mine, or kill the project
-Stop Seven Up Pete Joint Venture gold mine 
-Stop the gold mine at Lincoln, MT 
-Seven Up mine
-Keep the gold mine in the upper Blackfoot done right or not at all. 
•Seven Up Pete
-Seven Up Pete and other proposed mines
-Focus on the Blackfoot -  stop Seven Up Pete, get total catch and
release for entire Blàckfoot
-Proposed McDonald Meadows/Upper Blackfoot gold mine 
-Stopping the mine in Lincoln.
-Blackfoot mine
-Proposed McDonald project on Blackfoot
-Hard rock mining on Blackfoot.
f  revent Seven-Up Pete Joint mine
-Stop the proposed mine near Lincoln
-No gold mine in the headwaters of the Blackfoot
-Seven Up Pete Joint Venture on the Blackfoot
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-Defeat or constrain Seven-Up Pete mine.
-Seven Up Pete mine!
-Clearly the Blackfoot mine — stopping the mine 
-Seven Up Pete
-Stop Seven Up Pete mine in upper Blackfoot.
-Seven Up Pete joint venture 
-Oppose Seven Up Pete Joint Venture 
-Stop proposed gold mine in upper Blackfoot 
-Gold mining In Lincoln area.
-Stockpile $ and support for court battle over gold mine in Blackfoot. 
-Blackfoot mine 
-Seven Up Pete
Laws and enforcement
-Strengthen state water quality laws.
-State laws
-Restoring water quality standards 
-State laws.
•Water quality standards and laws
-Lobbying to try to save and maybe strengthen environmental laws 
-Wàter quality standards
-Seeking high state, fed standards and enforcement and holding
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proposed projects to highest standard 
-Water laws
-Water quality restoration through reenactment of lost legislation. 
-State water quality legislation
-Reinstate federal and state laws to protect water and avoid further 
degradation.
-State laws and enforcement thereof.
-Fight the lowered water quality standards 
-Lobbying -  law/s 
-Lobbying — laws
-Keep after the state of MT and their tendency to let mining and timber 
do as they please.
-Lobby government agencies to control mining regulations.
-Lobbying our legislators.
-Changes in water quality laws.
-Political lobbying to change 1872 mining law and strengthen water 
protection.
-Restoration of strict Montana state water quality laws and regulations. 
-Montana legislative process -  restore good protective laws 
-Restoring effective water quality laws and regulations 
-Push legislation to protect and improve water resources.
-Federal and state water quality laws, regulations, enforcement
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-Protecting basic constitutional rights to non-degradabie water.
-Helping keep water quality standards at least where they are 
now if not improved
•Attempt to reinforce v/ater quality standards 
-Lobby state legislature
-Reversing the state's lowering of water quality standards 
•Weakened state/federal laws that provide a channel to lower water 
quality.
•Push for tougher mining laws, make it unprofitable for mining 
companies to pollute and degrade
•Lobby state and federal legislators to strengthen water quality 
standards
-Steite water quality legislation
•Laws and enforcement
•Watch the corporations and lawmakers
Logging
•Logging
•Forestry practices related to runoff
•New logging abuses that could affect water quality
•New roads and logging near streams.
-Stop clearcutting which erodes land and introduces huge amounts of
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sediment to streams and lakes 
-Better logging practices.
-Lobby for logging decrease and sediment controls.
-Monitor Improper logging practices that silt fish spawning beds
-Salvage logging, Increased logging
-Effects of logging
-Reforestation
-Logging
-Increased logging 
-Logging near streams 
-Logging practices 
-Reduce logging
-Protect aquatic life from results of timber harvests and mining.
-Careful logging
-Logging practices which cause slltatlon and high snow runoff
-Timber-related — roads, sediment
-Stopping logging and mining
-Logging
-Logging Issues
-Mining and timber
-Logging practices.
-Wdter degradation through polluting/logging
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-Logging operations that affect the river 
-Logging Issues
-VWater degradation from logging
Population growth
-Establish more visible broad-based discussion on effects of population 
growth on water quality 
-Population growth
•Help find the balance between environmental protection and 
development interests.
-Proper precautions for pollution from residential development 
-Shoreline effects on Lake Pend Oreille
-Uncontrolled population growth in our area -  bald eagles and other 
animals declining
-Nutrient pollution, from too many people
-Minimizing impact of growth on water quality and aquatic habitat. 
-Development that can Impact aquatic ecosystems.
•Target new residents and developers and show how they can 
minimize impact before they do it.
-Come up with practical policies to protect what we have in the face of 
pop. growth or industry pressure.
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-Effects of development and pro-active work with Planning Offices that 
review subdivisions.
-Prevention of "over development."
-Growth and development.
-Subdivision/corridor issues 
-Land use throughout basin.
•Some controls on real estate development along banks of Blackfoot 
and Clark Fork
•Stay the course countering industry and development.
•Also growth (habitat effects too) and groundwater.
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Nutrient pollution
-Clark Fork nutrient pollution
-Sewage treatment Improvement for cities.
•Working with city and county governments on lower nutrient levels, 
treatment systems like Deer Lodge.
•Nutrient pollution, from too many people 
•Reduce nutrient loading in the Clark Fork 
•Sewage treatment 
-Sewage treatment 
^ew er systems
•Nutrient pollution from development.
-Septic problems in Lake and rivers 
•Agriculture-related — sediment, nutrients.
-Developing sewage treatment systems In basin.
•Sewage systems degrading water.
-Work for improving sewer systems.
•Proper sewage disposal.
•Sewage
-Need for adequate sewering of communities near rivers, lakes and 
streams, and of course THE lake.
•Improvement of shoreline conditions (sewage, etc)
-Nutrients
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Education
-Education
-Counter misinformation campaign by the biggest polluters and 
potential polluters.
-Education for landowners on land use -  like MT Forest Stewardship 
workshops.
-Public awareness of river related issues — point and nonpoint inputs, 
urban sprawl
-Provide public information about watershed values and industrial 
impacts.
-Educational multimedia campaign within the region 
-Direct community involvement including kid education and programs 
-Educate the public on all issues related to how they can make a 
difference.
-Educate the public as widely as possible on your selected issues. 
-Prevent the public from being deceived by ads and campaigns of 
industry groups for mining, logging.
-Education of public on how rivers function and how essential they are 
to our survival.
-Education the public - gaining more support from individuals, groups, 
policy makers
-Document cases that demonstrate need for better water quality
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pmfecAion.
-Education
-Campaigns that remind visitors/new residents/old timers about the 
environment.
-Educate to decrease anti-environmental feelings which are threatening 
healthy rivers, lakes, etc.
•Raising public awareness of violators 
-Public education, esp. things that are easy and fun 
-Public education on issues 
-Inform the public
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Stream dewatering 
-Dewatering 
-Minimum stream flow 
-Irrigation practices
-Water leasing and other changes in water usage that could improve 
Instream flows 
-Instream flow issues 
-Instream flows
-Stream flow levels (guarantee minimum flows)
-Maintain minimum flows 
-Maintain adequate instream flows.
-Dewatering/agriçultural destniction of stream banks 
-Water flows in streams
-Dewatering problem will increase as land is chopped up each w/water 
rights and trout ponds.
-Irrigation ditches need monitoring devices at a minimum.
-Dewatering of rivers 
-Regulate irrigation rights 
-Stop stream dewatering.
-Maintaining sufficient stream flows for fish and wildlife.
-Dewatering of rivers and streams in the Basin. Must insure instream 
flow.
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•Instream flows.
-Instream flows.
•Water flow, water rights
Stone Container 
-Pulp mill
-Stop Stone Container dioxin discharge 
-Stone Container/dioxin 
-Stone Container
-Stone Container ponds pollution of river.
^tone Container pulp mill 
-Stone
•Stop Stone Container from chlorine use.
-Prove that Stone Container is discharging dioxin. Analyze fat in fish 
downstream fish as Lewiston ID 
-Stone Container bleaching 
-Pulp mill at Missoula.
-Dioxin from Stone
-Curbing pollution at its greatest source i.e. Frenchtown miil 
-Stone Container’s water degradation 
-Pulp mill
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Fisheries
-Fish spawning areas
-Fish, aquatic iife, maintain native plants and fish life 
-Monitor improper logging practices that silt fish spawning beds 
-Fishery restoration which requires riparian protection and restoration. 
-Focus on the Blackfoot — stop Seven Up Pete, get total catch and 
release for entire Blackfoot
-Work to rebuild spawning areas and streams previously destroyed 
-Fish habitat
-Fish {still a good indicator of health .maybe start the FISH AS 
CANARIES program)
-Rsh and wildlife
-Remove tailings deposits from locations where they wash into the 
drainage causing fish kills.
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Riparian restoraticm/protiaction 
-Riparian area protection 
-Riparian work
-Another issue — riparian grazing
-Monitor and fight road building, logging, and grazing in riparian areas.
-Streamside and riparian protection and rehabilitation
•Fighting unnecessary and unwise development along the rivers and
streams of the ecosystem
-Buffer zones along ^eam /lake shores
-Home development of riparian areas
Rock Creek Mine
-Control environmental damage from Cabinet Mountain mines. 
-ASARCO's threat of an inadequate tailings impoundment 
-ASARCO — Rock Creek Mine
-Watchdog the Noxon/Rock Creek holding pond design. If not 
extremely well done, hold up the mining.
-ASARCO/Rock Creek
-Future mining attempts by ASARCO. etc.
•ASARCO (ASsARCO)
-The proposed ASARCO mine with a tailing dump next to the river 
cannot be permitted
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-Opposing ASARCO’s Rock Creek mine 
-ASARCO and Rock Creek mine 
-ASARCO mine
Industrial pollution
-Come up with practical policies to protect what we have in the face of 
population growth or industry pressure.
-Also industrial waste.
-Expose and arrest corporate pollution.
-Industrial pollution.
-Dioxins
-VWater degradation through polluting/logging
•Stay the course countering industry and development.
^ills/contaminants
•Industrial pollution
•Keep toxic chemicals from rivers and. streams that flow into the lake.
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Promote cooperation
-Find riverside ranchers who are doing things well & will go public. 
What does cooperation look like?
-Negotiating, not litigating.
-Ally with local Chamber types about economic significance, of clean 
river based recreation.
-Working with city and county governments on lower nutrient levels, 
treatment systems like Deer Lodge.
-Wbrking with state and federal agencies to stop pollution
Roads
-New roads and logging near streams.
-Road damage
-Reduce the numt>er of and negative impacts of logging roads.
Community Involvement
-Encourage grassroofe supported watershed groups like Upper OF 
Basin Steering Comm and BR H20 Forum
•Encourage community coalitions to rebuild rivers and streams locally 
-Direct community involvement including kid education and 
programs
-Encourage the public to write letters to the right people at the right
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time.
Other
-Unseat Conrad Bums
-Create model of Interrelationship between resource management and 
effects on environment 
-Restrict over use.
•Limit power boats and out-of-state guides.
-Dam regulation to benefit fish and wildlife 
-Shoreline effects on Lake Pend Oreille
-I dont know enough yet about the technicalities of the problem to be 
able to prioritize issues.
-Any source of pollution, mines, ovemutrification etc.
-Focus on projects the Board feels we have a chance of winning.
Attack the weakest opposition even if it is not the most important to 
us. A reasonable knowledge of which project to attack needs to be 
held by members more knowledgeable than I. A good line of success 
will usually breed more success. It Is time to win and keep winning. 
•Forest Service and other agencies focus on water quality and fisheries 
not commercial aspects »
-Make life healthy and safe for us all.
-Ally with local Chamber types about economic significance, of clean
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river based recreation.
•Those which most affect basin-wide water quality.
-Studying rec. value of clean waters to promote lawmaker interest in 
clean water/state economy 
•Healthy balance of aquatic wildlife.
•1 support you to decide!
•OfRcers must learn about fire ecology and promote proper forest 
management.
•Maintaining clean aquifers
^Review EIS, EA and respond to state agencies positions 
-Continue a strong clear newsletter
•Work with the researchers — to substantiate concerns brought up in 
litigation or appeal
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